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Books 'fly' to aid
Andrew victims
by Christy Schunetnan
staff writer

Chip East/head photographer

Sheriff Saleh, Lucy Pearson and Lotfi Gaafar listen to speakers at Norsaadah Husain's
memorial service Monday.

Student remembered
at memorial service
by Blair Stokes
news editor
Norsaadah Husain, the slain
Clemson graduate student whose
remains were found last week in
Oconee County, was remembered
Monday at a memorial service in
Tillman Hall auditorium.
Meanwhile, police now say they
believe the case is related to the
discovery of another body in 1988
less than two miles from the area
where Husain's skeletal remains
were found.
"The similarities in the two would
be that both females were taken
from Pickens county, and both were
taken to the same general area in
Oconee county, but that's all we
have to tie them together," Tim
Morgan of the Pickens county
sheriffs department said last week.
Daisy Snider, a 42-year old Easley
woman, was found dead in 1988
after she disappeared from a walking
track.

Police discovered that Husain had
been abducted when an employee
of the Suds and Duds laundry in
Central reported finding blood on
the building's floor June 8. Husain
was missing and her clothes and
unlocked car were still at the
building.
Autopsy results have not been
released and a cause of death has
not been determined yet in Husain's
case.
Close to 200 people including
friends, colleagues and others who
became familiar with the case during
the three-month search following
her abduction listened as others
spoke at Husain's memorial service
Monday.
"Against all hope, we prayed that
that she may be found alive," said
Sheriff Saleh of the Muslim Student
Association."The discovery of her
remains...shattered our hopes."
"We are not used to seeing the
destructiveness of such a tragic
event," said food science department

Did you know...?
Pledges to the Campaign for Clemson
I Faculsy Enrichment
0 Student Enrichment
B Programs & General Endowment
S Library Enrichment
Q Teaching/Research Equipment
□ New Facilities
H Annual Support
The Carrpa'gn lor Clemson
targeted seven broad areas of
university need.
As olJuly 1,1992, pledges
came to a grand total ol
$101,146,367.
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Dave Crockett/CU News Services

head and Husain's adviser, Dr. Ron
Gaylean.
Associate Dean of International
Students Dr. Frankie Felder said,
"Norsaadah will be remembered by
more people than she ever knew."
She said she regretted that Husain
was "not able to realize the dream
for which she came to America."
A reading from the Quran was
given in Arabic by Lotfi Gaafar of the
Muslim student association with an
English translation by Samir Abu
Jabir, a preacher from Greenville.
"It is with deep sorrow and shock
that the University must return
Norsaadah to her homeland," Felder
said.

Flying tigers and bears we've all
heard of, but flying books?
Yes, it is happening, through an
unusual alliance formed on campus
to give more help to the victims of
Hurricane Andrew.
The Clemson University librarians
have joined with the C.U. Flying
Club to gather children's books to
send to southern Florida to help
restore the public library system
that was severely damaged by the
storm.
"Andrew's Kids" was initiated two
weeks ago when Clemson librarians
communicated with librarians from
the Miami-Dade system.
The two groups realized there
was a real need and decided they
could make a difference by
coordinating a plan to gather
children's book and materials to
begin to rebuild the southern Florida
public library system.
The C.U. librarians began the
program on a local level, but there
has been community interest as well.
The program now receives
support from the Greenville
Technical and Public Libraries.
Anderson and Oconee Public
Libraries and also four schools in
the area: Central, Six Mile, Edwards
and Daniel High School.
JoAnne Deeken, head of
acquisitions, is credited with being
the catalyst behind the whole idea.
The ultimate goal of the program
is to send 500 pounds of books to
Miami-Dade.
The trouble was finding a way to
transport the materials and that is

Athlete arraigned on
battery, assault charges
by Daniel Shirley
assistant news editor
Yet another Clemson athlete had
a run in with the law this past week.
The incident, however, seems to
be much less heinous than those in
the past.
Starting linebacker Wayne
Simmons was arraigned Monday
morning on a charge of simple
assault and battery in connection
with an incident on campus last
week.
In the police department
warrant, Simmons, a senior from
Hilton Head, was alleged to have
struck a female student with a hat
near the University Union ballroom
around 11:30 p.m. last Thursday,
Sept. 17.
"I am disappointed that
situations between young adults
are not always handled in a way
that is mutually beneficial to both
parties," head coach Ken Hatfield
said.
Simmons was released on a $ 248

personal recognizance bond
following his arraignment, according
university police department
director of law enforcement and
safety, Lonnie Saxon.
Saxon said, "He has the right to
stand trial before a jury of his peers
and will be presumed innocent until
guilty. At that time the officer and
victim will give their side, and he
(Simmons) will also be able to
present his side."
Simmons' trial date is set for Oct.
15.
Details of such incidents are
reviewed by the office of Student
Development to determine what
admistrative action may be taken.
However, such disciplinary actions
must remain confidential.
Hatfield said, "Wayne has stated
that he did not do what he was
alleged to have done, and he will be
presumed innocent until proven
otherwise."
"He will have an opportunity to
present his side of the situation at a
future date," Hatfield added

where the C.U. Flying Club came in.
Joe Boykin, faculty advisor for the
club, heard about the problem and
suggested they collaborate.
Miami-Dade librarians were
contacted and the message was that
the books and materials will be sent
in the middle of October, because of
the problem of finding space to
store them.
The materials will then be
distributed to public libraries, school
and tent cities that have need for
them.
Deborah Babel, administrative
director said, "Andrew's Kids is neat,
because the staff came up with the
idea.
A need was felt and we are doing
what we can to make difference in
helping to rebuild what was
destroyed in southern Florida."
Students can help by bringing
donated books to Cooper Library
through the week of September 28
and volunteering to pack and fly the
books to the needy children in
southern Florida so the destroyed
library collections can begin to be
rebuilt.
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• Clemson Cable Network
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• More music reviews than
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Beginning on page IIB.
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Police investigation, university efforts criticized

Students react to Husain slaying
by Craig Schoenbauer
staff writer
Is there a serial killer on the
loose?
That is what many students are
wondering this week after the
remains of missing student
Norsaadah Husain were discovered
last Wednesday.
"I'm a little nervous," said
Maureen Callan, a senior education
major. "This murder doesn't seem
to have any logical reason behind it.
Who ever committed it might have
just done it for kicks. That scares
me."
Callan is not alone. Many students
say they are frightened by the
seemingly random nature of the
abduction and subsequent murder.
They feel as if it could happen to
them at anytime, day or night.
"You just don't know," said junior
Meredith Gubler. "If they want you
bad enough, no place is safe."
But the fear is tempered by
outrage.

"It wasn't until her remains were
found that people became concerned
with campus safety," said Marianne
Donohue, a sophomore English
major. "It's a shame to think that it
takes confirmation of a death for

and involvement by both the police
and the university."
Donohue also felt that the
reaction of the police to the discovery
of the remains was inappropriate.
"They looked relieved and

knowledge or ability to handle the
case," Gubler said. "And I don't think
they're going to pursue it any
further."
So what if the police don't pursue
it and the killer is never found?

"I've started to carry a gun with me when I go do my laundry,. I know
that it may seem a little paranoid, but I'm not letting the same thing
happen to me that happened to her."

anonymous Clemson student
people to care."
Some students, in fact, had little
knowledge of the incident until the
discovery of the remains.
"There should have been more
flyers and information on the whole
affair," Donohue said. "I'm sure if it
was an American female student
who had been abducted, there would
have been a lot more information

happy," said Donohue.
"They should be ashamed. The
investigation they conducted should
have been more through and
intense," Donahue said.
"I just hope this case isn't
forgotten about in two weeks like so
many are."
Donohue is not the only critic. "I
don't think the local police have the

What are students to do then?
"I think people need to be more
aware of the dangers of going out
alone," said Callan. "If they prepare
a little and take precautions, they
can feel pretty safe."
Personal safety is something,
according to Callan, that the
university needs to stress all the
time. "Through pamphlets or some

other means of mass communication,
the university should take the
responsibility upon itself to prepare
students for the dangers that they
may encounter.
"Murder and rape instantly
frightens students, but it never leaves
a lasting impression," Callan said.
"This time, it needs to."
All those interviewed agreed that
this incident should not be forgotten.
They say the university must do
more than simply hold a memorial
ceremony and forget about if
Students say the university should
use this as a springboard to step up
campus security, increase student
awareness, and attempt to prevent
an incident like this from ever
happening again.
If not, they say, tragedy of
Norsaadah Husain could be repeated.
"I've started to carry a gun with
me when I go do my laundry," said
one Clemson student. "I know that it
may seem a little paranoid, but I'm
not letting the same thing happen to
me that happened to her."

Few turn out
for security
awareness
by Joe Estes
staff writer
"What isn't an apparent success
is a success in it's own right,"
stated Verna Howell, director of
University Housing, when asked
why there was such low turnout at
last week's Security Awareness
Week events sponsored by the
Clemson University Police
Department (CUPD) and the
University Housing Department.
The events were held to make
students aware of crime on
campus.
Tuesday night, a panel
discussion was held. Asst. Solicitor
Pendleton of Greenville County,
Assisstant Sheriff Tim Morgan of
Pickens County, Chief Johnston
Link of Clemson City Police,
Lonnies Saxon of Clemson
University Police, and Verna
Howell of Clemson University
Housing were the panelists.
Two students attended, and
surprisingly, the panel stayed and
answered these two student's
questions for an hour.
"Anytime we do educational
programs for students, we hope
for a large turnout, but we're
happy for any students we are
able to reach," Howell said, "We
won't ever stop our efforts."
One of the students that came
received a free trip to Myrtle Beach
over fall break.
Thursday night, another panel
discussion, composed of several
female crime victims, was held.
Again, there were only a handful
of people there.
Another more successful
program was Operation Front
Door. Phil Howard, Associate

Director of Residential Life, was in
charge of this operation.
According to Howard, during
this program, male students from
the Judicial Board tried to gain
entrance into the female dorms.
Byrnes Hall, according to Howard,
allowed the most males to gain
entrance.
Howard said that this was
unusual because earlier this month
a master key that opens all of the
rooms was lost.
"People are lulled into a false
sense of security. People don't
expect crime, but it does happen,"
Howard said.
"We don't want to scare people,
but theft and assault can
happen...people don't tend to feel
security is a problem."
Howard also stated that
Johnstone A allowed the lowest
number of people access, "in 17
occasions, they only allowed in 5."
Overall, Howard viewed this as
a success. Later in the year, Howard
plans to do this again. If a student
allowed someone that was not
supposed to be there in, Howard
said it would then constitute a
Judicial Board case.
Thea McCrary of CUPD was one
of the organizers of the week.
When asked about low turnout
to the events, McCrary said, "It's
student apathy. It goes hand in
hand with low turnout.
Unfortunately, people here have a
false sense of security."
McCrary ended with a bit of
advice, "Think to yourself, what
could I do not to make it happen
to me?
"Why would you let someone
in that you didn't know? Would
you let a stranger into your house?
Why? Why? Why?"

Peace!
Alpha Delta Pi and Sigam Chi derby coaches dance their way to first place in

Allissa Savage/staff photographer

Wednesday's line dance competition,

CU forms conservation
model with Costa Rica
from news services
Wildlife observers on the ground
and satellites in the sky will supply
different views of the same landscape
as researchers apply an emerging,
computer-based conservation tool
to the entire nation of Costa Rica.
Clemson University's Archbold
Tropical Research Center and the
Regional Wildlife Management
Program for Mesoamerica and the
Caribbean of the Universidad
Nacional in Heredia, Costa Rica, will
collaborate on the two-year project.
The U.S. Agency for International
Development is providing funding
of $150,000.
Researchers will use a technique
called gap analysis, which has been
applied in limited areas but never to
in entire country, says Tom Lacher,
Archbold Center director and project
prinicpal investigator.
The end goal is a model that
countries can use. to develop

comprehensive,national
conservation plans.
In gap analysis, researchers
overlay a succession of computerized
maps into a geographic information
system.
The maps come from a variety of
sources - road maps, satellite photos,
charts from wildlife surveys - and
each supplies different pieces of the
ecological puzzle.
Research in this project will focus
mainly on distributions of 19
endangered and threatened wildlife
species, satellite maps of vegetation
and boundaries for protected areas.
"As the mosaic comes together,
the big picture emerges.The
technique spots holes in the
conservation network," says Basil
Savitsky, project manager and a
research associate at Clemson's
Strom Thurmond Institute.
"For example, the areas most
important to a species may not
coincide with boundaries for

protected areas," he says. "You may
find a species that has no protected
area at all."
Gap analysis can also help identify
areas that are most suitable for
sustainable development, Savitsky
says.
Costa Rica already has gathered •
an unusually rich collection of
conservation information, Savitsky
says.
More than 20 percent of its land
is designated as projected area.
Having many pieces of
information, the researchers will be
able to tinker with the model to
explore how it might be applied j
accurately in other countries with
less data.
"It will allow us to explore how
little data we can get hy with and
still have a reliable analysis," Savitsky
says.
A Costa Rican scientist, Jorge
Falias, will spend a month at Clemson
later this year working on the project.
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Run, rabbit, run.
i

Mechanical
engineering students
turned what was a
banged up 1980
Volkswagen Rabbit
into a completely
electric car that has a
60- to 80-mile
highway range.
Seniors Trey
Thompson, Ken
Taylor, and Stephen
Miles solicited
money, batteries,
tires and parts to put
the car together over
the summer.

Clemson cable network
sparks interest on campus
by Stephen Graham
staff writer
Some campus organizations and
individuals are already showing
interest in acquiring their own cable
television station.
One group of students promised
their own channel are eager to get
on the air with the Clemson Cable
Network (CCN).
With $9,000 funding coming from
media board of student
iopment. CCN hopes to be the
visual counterpart of the campus
radio station WSBF.
CCN has already spent most of
the money on video equipment,
computer boards and the various
licenses needed to get started.
"We're just waiting for the cable
to be installed and some more show
ideas," said Brian Richardson, a
junior engineering director for the
station.
CCN has applied for membership
into the National Association of
College Broadcasters and hopes to
share networks with other college
television stations.
The members also attend
seminars and receive reports and
suggestions from the NACB.
The channel will feature such
things as a video bulletin board
carrying information on campus
events, speakers, class information
and fraternity/sorority happenings,
as well as local advertising.
Non-revenue sports will also be
aired live on the station.
A weekly news show will be
added, focusing on campus problems,
updates on the "downtown scene,"

i
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and comical reports on the locations
of "ticket witches" and the ABC.
They will also highlight sport
scores and produce hard news stories
on timely occurrences.
Another feature will have
students submit their own ideas for
TV shows and get production help
and loaned equipment from the
station for recording their show.
If it's successful, the pilot could
lead to a weekly series.
CCN hopes to use the experience
and talents of the various majors on
campus to add to the proficiency
and creativeness of the station.
English students will be asked to
contribute original material for

screenplays and show ideas, while
graphic arts majors will help create
the video bulletin board and photo
ads for local local businesses and
architecture students will be
recruited to construct the stages
needed for the weekly news show.
Even more programs will be
relayed in from other college campus
networks through the NACB satellite
system.
Also, video distributors will relay
public domain programs, those
which have had their copyright
expire.
The CCN studio is currently
located in the Chronicle room on
the third floor of Fike, which is

Free pregnancy test
Free one-on-one counseling
24 Hour Hotline
Hours: Tues, Thur, and Sats 10 am to 1 pm
Strictly confidential
Close - Downtown Seneca

Foothills Crisis Pregnancy Center
206 Fairplay St., Suite 101
(Nimmons Buliding)
Seneca, S.C. 29678

J% Winning ComBinationi
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The Clemson Tigers Are Again Chosen To Finish In The Top Twenty Tliis Year! We Wish Coach Hatfield & The
Tigers The Best Season Ever! We Invite ALL Clemson Students And Tiger Fans To Visit The Pasta House After The
5ames And Share In The Victory With Crazy Chinese Chef Gershom E. Chan Who is A Clemson Football NUT!

• Complete Dinners Starting At Only $5.95
• Lunch Monday-Fri day 11:30 -2:30
• Happy Hours Daily at 4 p.m.
• Dinner Monday -Saturday at 5p.m.

• Fresh Veal, Chicken , Steaks & Seafood
0 Absolutely The Best Salads In The Upstate!
• Romantic Italian A tmosphere
• All Items A vailable For Carry-Out

PfiSTfi HOUSE
((( Rattan Cuisine, Steak & Seafood^)
4126 Clemson Blvd. In Anderson. Next To Holiday Spa
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Pregnant?
Need Help?
Call 882-8796
•
•
•
•
•
•

mainly a storage room for video
equipment and the office of
operations.
However, the students hope to
find a new location before the cable
installation is completed, possibly
the new Fine Arts building and
eventually, the proposed Media
Center to be built on east campus.
As for students who live offcampus, they won't be able to receive
campus stations such as CCN, unless
the university can achieve a joint
effort with Northland Cable.
The campus would have to solicit
a proposal from Northland for a
contract to provide stations for public
service broadcasts.

I

has immediate openings for
PHOTOGRAPHERS.
Part-time weekends and evenings.
Transportation a must.
Underclassmen preferred.
Call 654-8019
for appointment.

X

AIR FORCE ROTC UNITS
FILLED TO CAPACITY
NOT
Don't believe everything you hear. The Air
Force continues to seek outstanding students
to fill future officer requirements. See yourself
becoming a leader, graduating from college
as an Air Force Officer with fully developed
qualities of character and managerial ability.
Notice , too, the opportunities. Like eligibility
for scholarship programs that can pay tution,
textbooks, fees...even $100 in tax-free income
each academic month.
Visualize a crisp uniform that reflects pride
in yourself and your ability to accept challenge.

Get the picture? Now make a call!
656-3254
AIM HIGH-- AIR FORCE
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Tiger Lily policy
insult to women
A recent controversy has risen over a former Tiger
Lily, the Clemson University Athletic Department's
hostess program for visiting football recruits, making
statements that imply she was not asked to rejoin the
program because she was overweight.
As sponsor of a program that might exclude a female
based on such criteria, the Athletic Department, and by
association, the University, is promoting attitudes that
demean to women. In essence, the Athletic Department
is saying females who they consider above their "ideal"
body weight, or otherwise aesthetically unsatisfactory,
are somehow lacking in
positive character or
OUR POSITION
quality.
The Tiger Lily
A Tiger Lily's duties,
selection process is
which include serving
as tour guide for
insultingly biased
campus and athletic
toward women's
facilities, sending post
appearance.
cards to prospects, and
making posters, are not
tasks that would be hindered by being above one's ideal
body weight.
However, the fact the left hand side of the Tiger Lily
application reads "AFFIX PHOTO HERE * THIS IS A MUST *"
reflects how important a role the Athletic Department
feels the physical appearance of a young lady contributes
to selling Clemson University's football program. The
fear seems to be that visiting recruits will view
Clemson's football program negatively if recruits are
escorted around campus by a Tiger Lily the Athletic
Departments views as "unsatisfactory."
Taken at face value, this is something of a slap in the
face for the football program. Are the Fighting Tigers so
mediocre a team that their reputation is of no use in
recruiting high school football players? It's not like our
neighbor in Columbia is a major competitor in the area
of athletic tradition. Clemson University's tradition and
reputation, not the physical appearance of student
hostesses, should be the focus of any recruiting efforts.
The actions by the Athletic Department typify a
societal bias fostering the idea that women are to be
measured by their physical appearance instead of their
competence, talents, and accomplishments.
The cycle allows men to view women having more
pleasing aesthetic qualities as women who are somehow
more valuable! Certainly the Athletic Department's
actions perpetuate the idea that more attractive women
are more precious a commodity, more useful a resource,
than others.
Women deserve to be treated as more than "commodities" and "resources." They deserve to be treated as the
fully realized human beings they are, regardless of how
others judge their physical appearance.
The lead editorial is written by the editorial editor. The
opinions expressed in Tiger editorials represent the
majority view based upon weekly meetings of the Tiger
editorial board. In representing the majority view, the
editorial may not represent the individual view of any
particular member of the editorial board.
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Rumors, lives and videotape
My roommate and I were on the
way home the other day when he
asked me if I had heard the rumors
about some videotape that was circulating on campus.
"What videotape?" I asked.
"Well, it's supposed to be some
girl student and some guys. According to some folks I overheard today,
they're going to be showing it in one
of the dorms tonight at 8," he answered.
"Let's go," I said, laughing. "I had
heard rumors, you know, but nobody was posting showtimes. Let's
roll."
Then he gave me one of those
looks like my mom used to when I'd
being home a mediocre report card.
Well, see, Momma, I had an A in the
class, but there was this one big test
where everybody did bad. The
teacher said she would drop it, but
she didn 1 And that's why I have a
C.
The look my mom used to give
me was exactly like the look I was
receiving then.
"T, you don't want to see that
tape."
"Why?"
"'Cause I don't want to see it. And
I'll tell you why.
"Think of that girl's feelings," he
started, "What if somebody was do-

ing that to you?"
"I aint never made no tape," I
replied, self-righteously.
"But what if you had. What if it
was just a tape of you walking around
the apartment in your underwear?
What if it was a tape of your sister?
How do you know she even knew a
tape was being made? How do you
think her boyfriend feels? What,do
you think all this is doing to their
relationship?
"This tape thing is doing nothing
but letting a lot of scrubs get their
kicks at somebody else's expense."
I drove on, quietly.
"Somebody even said one guy is
trying to sell copies of the tape," he
added.
"Damn," I said. "That's low."
By the time we got home, I felt
bad. If I had went to watch that tape,
I would have been just as bad as
everybody else.
Everybody who was spreading
rumors without even knowing if the
tape even existed. Everybody who

was getting their ha-has over what
was happening to this girl. Everybody who was low enough to be
scheming to try and get a copy of the
tape. I would have even been as low
as the scum-sucking, penny-ante
crumb who was trying to sell the
tape.
No, I couldn't do that to myself. I
couldn't lower myself like that. And
more importantly, I couldn't do that
to that girl.
I don't know her very well. I can
barely recognize her even in passing. But I had always thought her a
pretty, smart girl and she deserved
better than my letting some low-life
idiots rain my positive image of her.
She deserved better than having
others' image of her ruined. She
deserves better than having her own
self-image ruined.
If any of you out there have
heard rumors about the tape, let the
rumors cease with you. If any of you
out there know about the tape, keep
it to yourself. If you have a copy of
the tape, either trash it or put it
away.
And if you're that girl, please
accept my apology for all the people
who unknowingly let their giggles
and chuckles lend credence to all
that's happened to this point. I am
truly sorry.
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(Speaking Out
Question
How do you feel about Ross
Perot re-entering the
Presidential race?

He's a bum!

'/

Allissa Savage/ staff photographer

Maurice Shearer
senior

Pretty good. I'm looking
for another candidate. I
may vote for him.
Chris Dellamura
senior

I don't know enough to
give an opinion.
Courtney Coleman
junior

Student death a tragedy in more ways than one
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It could have been me.
It could have been you.
Last week's discovery of
Norsaadah Husain's body sent a chill
down the collective spine of Clemson Univeristy.
A student had been abducted and
murdered while doing something as
routine as laundry.
She was one of us, and it made us
stop to think.
However, I have the sick and
sinking feeling that the impact of
this tragedy was lessened because
we could not fully identify with
Norsaadah Husain. She was not an
American, she was not an undergraduate, she was older than most
of us and she was a quiet, serious
student.
If Norsaadah Husain had been a

"traditional" American college student, would the campus reaction
have been different?
While there has been a significant outpouring of concern and grief
over her murder, I honestly believe
the case has been received with less
shock, less horror, less outrage than
if she had been a statistically typical
Clemson student.
At her memorial service Monday,
200 people attended. Most of those
were her colleagues in the food
science department, her friends, the
media and some who came simply
to pay respects to a student whose
story they knew only through television and newspapers.
Very few students attended.
Several years ago when a student
accidentally fell to her death from a

fraternity quad window, there was
public outrage. Students and people
outside the University wanted to
know why and how it had happened
and what could been done to prevent it from happening again. A new
alcohol policy was enacted, quad
parties were banned and the clamp
of regulation tightened with a vengeance on campus life. And we all
felt stunned at the tragedy of her
death.
This time, the student's death

was no accident. It was almost definitely murder. Yet campus reaction
for the most part has been only
politely sorrowful.
Officials have expressed regret,
police have stressed caution, but on
the whole the student body has
seemed only a bit dismayed. Most
are sufficiently concerned, but not
deeply affected.
This incident, the general attitude seems to say, does not speak
well for the university, but it couldn't
happen to us, right? Wrong.
Perhaps this is some sort of campus-wide denial mechanism. None
of us want to believe something this
terrible could ever happen to us, so
maybe we use the differences in
Norsaadah Husain's situation to further separate her from us.

But, as different as Norsaadah
Husain was from so many Clemson
students, she was still one of us. She
was young, intelligent, and ambitious. She lived,worked and learned
with us.
Norsaadah Husain's murder was
apparently random. It could have
been your classmate, your neighbor,
your roommate or even you. But it
wasn't. It just happened to be a nontraditional student who was in that
laundromat this summer at the
wrong place at the wrong time.
Instead of trying to distance ourselves from this senseless killing, we
should all sincerely try to empathize
with her and her family and count
ourselves very, very blessed.
It could have been me.
It could have been you.
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Tiger columns fail to support responsible journalism
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In Terry Manning's column in
the August 28, 1992 issue, he tells
his readers that "The Tiger is of
the students, by the students, for
the students. Help us remember
that." Mr. Manning, that is what I
intend to do.
The Tiger has run columns this
semester that have inflamed
readers' passions. Let me begin
with the September 4, 1992
commentary by Allissa Savage
concerning what she called "the
attack of the bible men." Ms.
Savage is unbelievably insensitive
to the Gideons. From her column,
1 received no impression that she
understood who the Gideons are
or what their purpose is. They are
businessmen who believe enough
in their cause to take time out of
their busy work schedules to
perform a service for their
community. Their desire is not to
make people feel uncomfortable
by forcing a New Testament on
them. They do not insist that you
take a Bible.
Ms. Savage also commented
about the negative environmental
impact of the Bible distribution as
if this was a real argument to be
used against the Gideons. If she
was truly concerned about
discarded Bibles, she should place
the blame on those who took a
Bible knowing that they would
only throw it away. If they did not
want a Bible, they should have
"just said no."
Next, was the September 18,
1992 column "Clemson a sanitized, false version of the South"
by Blair Stokes. From describing
the "sparse-toothed, beer-bellied
Bubba of a man," with his "small,
grimy children using every fourletter word in the book," to saying
that Northerners are "practically

guaranteed college degrees at
birth," and that northern children
yell "Chiiiiiiillld
abuuuuuuussssse!!!!" every time
they were spanked is just an
example that Ms. Stokes is
narrow-minded and insulting to
both Southerners and Northerners
alike.
Ms. Stokes was at least
observant enough to realize that
Clemson is not the best example
of Southern society. Granted, we
do not have the severe poverty
that exists in some areas of the
South, but Ms. Stokes believes that

fictitious personal ad. He even
admits that "I didn't see this exact
'ad' on a restroom wall, but I've
seen ones like it often enough to
know that they do exist and that
the attitudes they exemplify are
fairly prevalent." Is this enough
information on which to base an
opinion (which is presented as if
it was a fact) about all homosexuals?
Mr. Manning, Editor-in-Chief
and leader of The Tiger, the one
who is supposed to set an
example for his writers, does not
seem to understand his responsi-

"Manning, Editor-in-Chief and leader of The
Tiger, the one who is supposed to set an example for his writers, does not seem to understand his responsibility as a journalist."
the North is filled with the rich
and prosperous. Obviously, she
has little knowledge of New York
City, Philadelphia, Baltimore,
Washington, or other cities above
the Mason-Dixon line. I do not
think she knows of the problems
these cities have with the homeless, the unemployed and their
families, AIDS carriers, racial
tensions, and the innocent
children who are killed either by
drugs or drug-related violence.
Finally, comes the Editor-inChief of The Tiger, Mr. Manning
himself. His commentary "Discrimination self-defeating" shows
an utter disrespect for journalistic
decency as well as responsibility.
Is it right to stereotype the
homosexual community based
upon a personal ad? What facts
does Mr. Manning assert to
support this premise that the
homosexual community is
discriminating against itself? A

bility as a journalist. A writer,
even those who write opinions,
must support their arguments with
sound facts and use valid reasoning. Stereotyping and generalizations are just another form of
prejudice, and that should be
unacceptable in the media.
Thankfully one member of The
Tiger staff, Daniel Shirley, realizes
the harm in use of stereotypes
when he wrote on August 28,
1992 that "Stereotypes threaten
real value of diversity."
In this day and age, where the
media has more power over
public opinion than it has ever
had in the past, it is vital that
journalists and the media in
general realize their responsibility
to the community. The Tiger is
unique in that it serves a community as special as the Clemson
community. Therefore, The Tiger,
a member of the media, must also
abide by high standards de-

manded of even the largest
papers. This includes using sound
facts, valid reasoning, and
avoiding generalizations and
stereotypes.
From the opinions of some of
those who are charged with the
responsibility of running The
Tiger, I have high hopes that they
will realize what it means to be
responsible journalists.
J. Matthew Hands

Stokes the
real 'Bubba'
To the Editor:
I am a senior here at Clemson,
and a so-called "Yankee," as Blair
Stokes referred to "us" in his
ignorant editorial last week. Yes, I
am one of the 435 students at
Clemson from New Jersey, and no,
I do not believe I have "paid out
the ying-yang to come here last
semester," or any of the past six
semesters I have attended
Clemson. But that point is the
least of my gripes concerning
Stokes' editorial.
Stokes, in trying to portray a
true picture of the South-as he
believes Clemson to be "a
sanitized, false version," only
succeeded in reinforcing a
stereotypical picture of the South
as being a backwards, redneck,
ignorant, uneducated place. If he
expects support for his opinions
by the Southerners around here,
he is sadly mistaken.
One of my roommates and
another friend of mine, both bornand-raised Southerners, were as
ticked off as 1 was while reading
this drivel Stokes believes to be

true. Come on! Are we all really
supposed to believe the true South
is "a sparse-toothed, beer-bellied
Bubba of a man," who scold his
children "using every four-lettered
word in the book?"
I have had the fortunate
experience of spending a lot of
time in the South as I have grown
up. Both of my parents are from a
small town in South Carolina, and
most of my relatives still live
there. As a result, I have spent
many summers living in what is
supposedly the true South; and
while I have seen my share of
poverty, experienced the racial
tensions, the traditionalism and
the small-mindedness which
Stokes characterizes as being
typically Southern, I can truly say
that I have experienced the same
"up north", and even here at this,
a "Pseudo-Utopian New South".
For example, who can not say that
Stokes, himself, is not smallminded? Excuse me, Mr. Stokes,
but "just about everybody" from
the North is not "above-average,"
and we are all not "guaranteed
college degrees at birth." We have
just been fortunate enough to
grow up in a place where the
public schools are ranked higher
than 47th in the nation. But that
is not our fault.
Characterizing and stereotyping
the South as "Bubbas" and the
North as "nasal-voiced" Yankees is
as small-minded as it gets.
Stokes professes himself to be
a "true Southerner," and he thinks
he is "pretty familiar with what
the south is all about." If he truly
knew that, he would not be
dogging his fellow Southerners
with every stroke of his mighty
pen. I think Stokes might need to
continued on next page
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visit New York City or South
Central, Los Angeles and experience the racial tensions there.
And another thing, Mr. Stokes,
I did not come to Clemson "in
hopes of finding Aunt Bee and
Sheriff Taylor alive and well,
wearing orange and just-agrinnin". 1 came here for the
education (which is relatively
cheap compared to schools up
north of the same standard), the
incredible spirit, the climate and a
great time. If I wanted to visit
Mayberry, I could save myself the
airfare and simply turn on my TV.
So, Mr. Stokes, if you planned
on perpetuating the stereotypical,
dumb Southerner, you sure did a
fine job of it. Because if you look
in the mirror, you would see that
"Bubba" is none other than you.
Marie Stanzione
Editor's Note:
Ms. Stanzione, Blair Stokes is
not a "Bubba," so much as a
Southerner who is quite proud
ofher heritage. And uh, Blair is
a "she."
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worry that he might not know
whether his past relationships
may have given him the HIV virus
or AIDS. So it is very, very
important that WE ALL be careful
and instead of being self-righteous
and judgmental, we should have
the compassion for those who are
living with this disease and help
in any way we can.
Let us try not to forget
Linda D. Alexander
Horticulture Department

Captain
Clemson
returns!!!
Fellow students of Clemson
University,
" I can stand the tyranny and
bureaucracy of the Max Lennon
administration no more. On
Monday September 14,1992
congressional investigators came
out with a report that helps to
support the allegations that
presented two weeks ago.
What they found is that tuition
at public colleges are rising at
three times the rate of inflation.
This is the case here at Clemson.

The report also found that not
only is the tuition going up, but
that the teaching is going down as
teachers are now spending more
time doing research than they are
in working to give students a
quality education. So while
professors are off in the labs
doing research,
teacher's assistants are sent in
to do the teaching. Why, there are
even some professors on this
campus that are considered faculty
but who teach no classes.
They are strictly research
oriented. Our tuition goes to pay
these teachers even though they
teach not a single student.
The cause of this research craze
is to try and add prestige to a
university by preforming new and
innovative research. This is a
great idea, but it should NEVER
result in a downgrading of the
quality of education. As I have
said before, Max Lennon has done
a great job of raising funds for
research, but has done nothing to
improve the quality of undergraduate education.
There is another problem that
has existed under the Max Lennon
regime. As the admission has risen
from 12,810 to 17,295 during his
tenure, Max Lennon has forgotten
to hire more teachers and build
more facilities on campus to
facilitate these thousands of more
students. Instead Max Lennon has

willingly accepted their overinflated tuition checks, hired more
researchers, stuffed more students
into each class and given these
students a book, and a teacher's
assistant they couldn't understand
to guide them through the
semester.
Max Lennon, since you didn't
ever go to Clemson and seem to
know so little about our traditions
and values, I suggest that you read
your Clemson history book and
see where during the R.C.
Edwards' administration enrollment tripled from 3,500 to
more than 1 1,000 and the faculty
and facilities grew in proportion.
The keystone to Edwards'
administration was a focus to
build quality-quality in academic
programs, in faculty and staff, in
students , and in buildings and
equipment rather than play the
numbers game. You can guarantee
yourself that R.C. Edwards would
never have allowed a marketing
class of over 500 students to exist,
nor would he have let the cries of
frustrated, overcrowded students
go on so long without taking
action. Well let me tell you
something Max Lennon and the
rest of the bureaucrats of Clemson
University, I have heard these
cries for far too long and it is time
to take action. I am the united
voice of a frustrated student body
who is sick of tuition rises, sick of

overcrowded classrooms, sick of
being shut out of classes during
registration, sick of being taught
by teacher's assistants, and sick of
seeing you spit in the faces of
many Clemson traditions in your
quest to make this a research
oriented university. We will
stand for this no more. A revolution is in the making where
students are going to stand up for
their rights and let their cries be
heard. Students prepare and
bureaucrats beware, Captain
Clemson is making himself visible
to the public eye next week
and I have come to make things
happen.
When you see me do not be
alarmed, but listen to me. You will
know when the time has to take
action. Together we will return
Clemson University to the
students.
Captain Clemson
The Tiger accepts letters,
commentaries and editorials
from Clemson University
students, faculty and staff. All
letters must include name,
address, SS#, and phone
number for verification. We
reserve right the right to edit
letters for publication.

Reader blind
to real AIDS
dangers
To the Editor:
I am writing this letter in
response to Rod Andrews'
response to the AIDS Names Quilt.
I went to see the Quilt on
September 4 and it was a very
solemn experience. After seeing
the Quilt, I could not believe that
anyone could say that these
victims "deserved to die" from this
disease. AIDS IS NOT A GAY
DISEASE; IT IS NOT A THEM
DISEASE; AND IT IS CERTAINLY
NOT A PUNISHMENT FROM GOD!!!!
There are four known ways of
contracting the HIV and/or AIDS
virus:
1. You can contract the AIDS
virus through unprotected sex;
2. You can contract the AIDS
virus by using dirty needles;
3. You can contract the AIDS
virus through tainted blood (AIDS
testing for blood did not start
until 1985.); and
4. A baby can get the AIDS
virus through its infected mother.
This means ANYONE-straight or
gay; black or white; young or old;
male or female-IS CAPABLE OF
GETTING AIDS.
As Scott Harris explained in his
letter, the Quilt is a way for the
parents, siblings, and friends of
these victims to share thenfeelings, to grieve, and to remember the ones they loved without
being harassed and persecuted
from narrow-minded and ignorant
people such as Mr. Andrews. If
they had died of cancer or a heart
attack, that's OK; but since these
victims died of AIDS, "they
deserved to die." Did Ryan White,
who was a hemophiliac and
received tainted blood, "deserve
to die?" Did a baby who just
turned 2-years old "deserve to
die?" Mr. Andrews, I would not
wish this on any human being, but
I think that if you or someone you
loved (father, mother, sister,
brother, wife, girlfriend, best
friend, etc.) had this terrible
disease, maybe, just maybe, you
would not be so unfeeling.
It is scary to know that when I
meet the light man, I will have to

Checking account service charges
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Director Has Secular View of Change and Improvement
"The development of the students' total potential is
facilitated through the efforts and direction of the
Student Affairs staff," said Rich Heller.
Rich Heller, the director of Student Development,
has been at Clemson University for over a year and has
brought essential insight to our campus. Rich came to
Clemson from Texas where he spent eighteen years at
the University of Texas in Austin. "The University of
Texas is such a large school with approximately 50,000
students, I was glad to come here and find a sense of
family where you can meet and get to know the
students."
Rich gained a lot of experience at the University of
Texas with his goal focused on the "whole" student.
"Students must be active participants in the
educational experience," he said. "Growth occurs most
successfully when students and staff function as
partners in the process."
A strong supporter of the "Continuous Improvement" theory of Dr. Max Lennon, Rich believes that
change on a college campus is inevitable and is
welcomed. With each new year, comes a new set of
beliefs, needs and concerns, all of which bring about

the identification process for all students. "There are so
many programs and activities at our university, erected
to bring about change," he said.
In a comforting light, Rich views change and
improvement secularly with the wide range of priorities
given equal importance. Programs in their infancy are
given the same priority because it is the development of
the young programs that prompts the new ideas and
continuous change.
Rich's philosophical approach to the student affairs
profession includes four elements:
• viewing the students as total persons experiencing a
period of rapid growth and development
• establishing the fact that leadership for the 21st
century cannot be successful unless it is
inclusionary
• appreciating and cherishing the "value-added
nature" of diversity, participating equally between
students and staff
• and establishing an educational environment
essential to the supportive educational climate
which encourages academic success and personal
development.

Last Call for Photos

Scholarships at Risk of Loss
The U.S. Department of Education has proposed a limit on college scholarships based solely
on race, except in cases where private donors
make race a criterion. "This is a crisis to which we
need to respond quickly and forcefully," said
Barbara Kennedy-Dixon, Clemson's Minority
Ombudsman.
The Lambda Theta Chapter of Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority Inc, is sponsoring a letter writing
campaign to the Department of Education. The
group is asking each campus organization,
specifically for Black students, to write five or
more letters of complaint.
In order to keep track of the number of letters
sent from Clemson, organizations should mail all
letters to the AKA box in the Manning lobby by
September 30, 1992. Any questions may be
directed to Wendi Brooks at 858-6273.
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Two concerns Rich has about our campus are
alcohol abuse and diversity appreciation. "Alcohol
abuse has plagued our campus for many years and it is
one problem that needs to be understood and some
solutions made," he said.
"Diversity appreciation needs to be identified in its
broadest terms of understanding - a global world leader
or a leader of any kind is one who has an appreciation
for the benefits of other cultures."
When asked what helps him the most in dealing
with the student population, Rich replied, patience.
"Patience is a necessity not only for the student-staff
relationship but also within the developmental
process," he said.
Rich is a firm supporter of the "Total Quality
Management" package established by Dr. Lennon.
"The individual as a whole must be taught, advised and
given the opportunity to grow," he said. "The Student
Development Office helps students learn and grow into
better people through leadership experience, peer
counseling, drug and alcohol education, volunteer, and
discipline educational experiences. Student
Development has an open door policy."
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TAPS will offer make-up portraits
October 12-16 and October 19-23 from 9
H
a.m. to 5 p.m.
11
Make-up portraits will be made on first,; H
come basis. Anyone wishing to have their
Hf
portrait reshot, or those who were not able
V
to have their portraits made during
September are encouraged to take
I
advantage of this opportunity.
fl
Organization photos also will be taken
:'?
during the week of October 12-16.
■
Don't he left out of the 1993 TAPS! For
fP^^ more information call 656-2379.

Volunteer Fair Scheduled
Union Square will be the site of Clemson
University's first Volunteer Fair, Monday, October 5,
from 10:00-2:00. This event will offer you opportunities
to learn about volunteer needs in the tri-county area.
Check this page in next week's Tiger for more
information, or call Kirk or Monica at 656-0515.

Deadlines • Deadlines • Deadlines
Today is the deadline for Organization Report
Forms and Who's Who Nomination Forms. Both
documents must be returned to the Office of Student
Development Activities, 104 Holtzendorff.

Become a Part of The C.U.R.E.
Clemson University Resource Educators is a
prestigious group of peer educators who offer programs
throughout the Clemson community on alcohol and
related topics.
If you would like to be a member of The C.U.R.E.
please call Marcia Wallenius or Mary Lewis at 6560511.

Social Host Training Oct. 13
All parties where alcohol will be served must be
registered at least four working days in advance of the
function. Only those who have completed Social Host
Training can register a party with alcohol.
The next Social Host Training seminar will be held
Tuesday, Oct. 13, 4:00 p.m. Please call 656-0511 to
reserve a space.

B.E.S.T. Mentors to Meet
The Black Educational Support Team mentors are
asked to attend a meeting Tuesday, September 29 at
4:30 in the Holtzendorff Seminar Room.

WSBF FALL 1992 PROGRAM SCHEDULE

"Jocus on tht future"
The 1992 Greek Leadership Academy will be held
November 14-15 at Clemson University.
The academy will feature workshops covering topics
such as positive imaging of Greeks, goal setting, group
dynamics, risk management, alumni relations and
diversity.
Keynote speakers for the conference are T.J.
Schmitz and Mary Barbee. The cost to attend the
conference is only $40. Anyone interested in learning
more about the Greek Leadership Academy should call
656-0519.
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2 a.m.
-4 a.m.
4 a.m.
-6 a.m.
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10 a.m.
- Noon.

Do You Have A Disability?

Noon
-2p.m.

Such As:

2 p.m.
- 4 p.m.

Visual • Learning • Hearing • Motor
Or any other condition which substantially
limits life's major activities?
You may be eligible for our services.

4 p.m.
-6 p.m.

Please call Marcia Wallenius at 656-0511
All information kept confidential

6 p.m.
-8 p.m.
8 p.m.
- 10 p.m.
10 p.m.
- 12 a.m.
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Organization offers
students legislative
experience
that many people write legislation
that is based on their own interests
and majors.
"We have some engineering and
Students
interested
in science majors. Their bills tend to be
experiencing government first hand more complicated," Melton said.
"You'd be surprised how many
should consider applying for the
Clemson delegation of the South people in it aren't political science
Carolina State Student Legislature. majors," Jeanes added.
Members of the legislature are
The Student Legislature is a
simulation of a real legislative body picked from interviews conducted
in which all members write and by Brian Morgan, Tripp Muldrow
and Jeffrey Fowler, chair of the CU
introduce formal bills.
Bills are considered at the fall delegation.
The group meets on a weekly
and spring conventions in Columbia,
where the organization meets in the basis and is advised by political
Supreme Court chambers in the state science professor, Dr. William Lassar.
One thing to keep in mind is that
house. An actual associate justice
there is some work involved.
helps with the meetings.
"You have to do so much
Clemson's Keith Melton is the
present governor who has the power research," Jeanes said of bill writing.
As governor, Melton has
to veto or pass new legislation.
Melton said that Student Legislature's numerous duties which include
goals for this year are to recruit acting as head of the executive board
other schools, increase minority and as a member of the finance
involvement and promote the committee. The governor is elected
in the fall session by students from
experience of government.
Right now, 14 schools in the state all over the state.
"People get to see you on the
and 15 states in the nation are
involved in the program, which floor and see you working," Melton
explained when asked how he won
started in 1956.
"Clemson has by far the strongest his votes.
Despite all the hard work, Jeanes
representation," said executive
and Melton both said that they enjoy
assistant LeAnne Jeanes.
Student Legislature is open to being part of Student Legislature.
"It's really a fun organization,"
anyone who wants to know how the
system works. Melton pointed out Melton said.
by Ashley Jacobs
staff writer
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USC leaders involved
in photo scandal
from The (U.S.C.) Gamecock
Three University of South
Carolina student Government
Association leaders were pictured
in a tailgating snapshot published
in last Saturday's [Sept. 12] issue
of the controversial Gamecock
Fever, a tailgaiting newsletter.
SGA Treasurer Eric Dell, Chief
of Staff Ted Felder and Chairman
of the recycling committee Matthew
Bebber were pictured in the paper.
All claim they were not aware
the picture was taken by publisher
Rod Shealy or would be used for
Gamecock Fever.
Shealy acknowledged the group
probably did not know the picture
would be used for the publication.

He said he published the specific
photo because one member of the
group was making an obscene
gesture with his middle finger.
Next to the photo read, "First
obscene gesture at a Gamecock Fever
photographer by a fan."
Student government recently
launched an advertising boycott
against Gamecock Fever because of
the offensive and sensitive content
of it, SGA president Tom Young said.
"If we had known it was for that
paper, we would have not allowed it
to be taken," Dell said.
He added, "We (SGA) are firm on
our stance against this publication."
Shealy said later he did not know
the picture was of SGA leaders until
Felder called him Monday night to

complain about the situation.
Felder said the group was
tailgating near the stadium and
someone came up to them and took
the picture.
"We just turned around and the
picture was taken," he said.
Shealy maintains the picture ran
because of the satire value it had.
The focus was on the student
extending his finger, not the student
government officials, he said.
Student government has
informed local advertisers they
would not allow them to advertise
through Gamecock Fever too.
"The record is clear that student
government is doing everything to
stop the publication of this paper,"
Young said.

SALES OPPORTUNITY
with the nation's leader in
college marketing and media services.

EXCELLENT FINANCIAL REWARDS
L— MARKETABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE
Develop strong skills in sales by selling local advertising in the
Clemson University schedule of classes. Flexible hours. Great
beginning for a career in the business world. Start with a position
with American Passage Media Corp. during the 1992-93 school
year. Call Linda for more Info. 800-473-6474

You and Your Roommate Got Into a Big Fight.
Your Best Friend is Sick.
Your Tutor Helped You with a Major Quiz.
Your girlfriend hints that she wants to
start dating other people.
You have a hot date, you go to the ATM, and
you receive a message stating insufficient funds!
JUST BETWEEN YOU AND ME
the University Bookstore has
the right card that helps you
say JUST HOW YOU FEEL in
any situation!

I
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State museum to exhibit
Kentucky artists' work as
part of exchange

Witte Cottingham/staff photographer

In your face!

James Chance goes up for a block in an afternoon game
of volleyball on Bowman.

The works of artists from
Kentucky will join contemporary
pieces by South Carolina artists when
the "South Carolina/Kentucky
Exchange" exhibit opens today in
the South Carolina State Museum's
Lipscomb Art Gallery.
The exhibit is the second part of
an exchange originated by the South
Carolina Arts Commission and the
Kentucky Arts Council and will
feature works by 33 Kentucky artists
alongside pieces by the 35 Palmetto
State artists that were featured
last year in the Kentucky part of the
exhibit.
"We planned a cultural exchange
of contemporary visual arts that
would provide new markets for our
artists and provide our citizens with
exposure to art produced by our
respective states' artists," says
Kentucky Arts Council Visual Arts
Director Irwin Pickett.
Pickett helped bring the exhibit
into being with former S.C. Arts
Commission Visual Arts Director
David Houston.
Pickett says the idea of museums
and arts councils in different states
exchanging artists' works in this
way is almost without precedent in
the South.
"Partnerships are an integral part
of our program and it's of benefit to

the musem to work cooperatively
with both the South Carolina and
Kentucky arts remissions," says State
Museum Art Curator Polly Laffitte.
"It's especially fitting that this
collaboration take place this fall,
when Columbia will be the site of
the 40th annual meeting of the
Southeastern Museums Conference."
The exhibit offers numerous
benefits for both states, according
Laffitte. "This show should provide
South Carolinians with a first look at
a broad range of ideas and art from
Kentucky.
"Given the nature of contrary art
in our region, this exhibition
premises to be aesthetically diverse
and visually stimulating."
The selections will include a
variety of media in both visual and

This paper can also be used as an umbrella.

craft art.
In addition, says Pickett, "our
artists may sell work, find new
representation, receive critical
reviews, add to their resumes and
experience other spin-off benefits."
An added bonus during these
rough economic time, according to
Pickett, is the fact that by sharing
works in this mamer, the arts
organizations of both states can
stretch their dollars while providing
quality exhibits.
"We hope that viewers and artists
enjoy this project and that
encourages other states to work
together to make visual arts were
more accessible."
"South Carolina/Kentucky
Exchange" will run in the Lipscomb
Art Gallery through Jan. 10, 1993.
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In Clemson

FREEDOM RIDGE
APARTMENTS

*
*
Furnished and unfurnished -2 Bedroom townhouses and £
flats • 2 full Baths • Washers and dryers in all units • 1 *
mile to campus • Lots of storage space

646-7003

Go Tigers!!

.

SUNDAYS
1-6 PM
Sunday Special September 27th

$3 Off

Way.

any $10 order or more purchase

It's midnight and
you have assignments
due in every class?
No sweat. There's
one way to get them
all done: ClarisWorks™ software. It's all you
need for your Macintosh. And it's easy to learn,
so it's easy to use.
What makes ClarisWorks unique? You can
access different functions within a single document. Composing an essay for English Lit? Start
with word processing, then sharpen your prose
with the built-in thesaurus. Publishing a newsletter? Use the graphics toolbox to create your
own layout. Building a forecast model for
Economics? Powerful spreadsheet and charting
tools make it really simple.
You can also jam through tough calculations
with built-in mathematical functions. Organize
a semester of notes into an awesome database.
Even communicate information directly across
campus—or around the world. Only ClarisWorks
makes it all possible. And at a mere 565K,
ClarisWorks is a perfect fit for your Macintosh
Classic, LC, or PowerBook.
ClarisWorks. A most excellent choice.

Messages
From The
Heart

ClarisWorks

Located Next To
Winn Dixie

Clemson 654-8026
Must Present This Coupon
Clemson University

CHINESE RESTAURANT

CO

LUNCH

Ole
Norm's

MONDAY-SATURDAY
11:30 AM -2:00 PM

DINNER

1
Golden
Dragon
Clemson
Suite

to Central

Free Templates!
Now ClarisWorks has templates designed just
for college students. Customize party invitations
with fun clip art, organize your busy life with
calendars and lists—even personalize your own
database with job search information!

SUNDAY-THURSDAY
5:00 pm-9:30 pm
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
5:00 pm-10:00 pm

Bi-Lo

At H

CLARIS
wy 93

_

_

. _ *, ,

0^^654-1551

Simply powerful software.™
©1992 Claris Corporation. All rights reserved. Claris is a registered trademark of
Claris Corporation. ClarisWorks and Simply powerful software are trademarks of
Claris Corporation. All other product names are trademarks or registered trademarks
of their respective owners.

Clemson Microcomputer Center
P & A Building
656-3714

*
*
*
*
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emson students deal
ith learning disabilities
by Elizabeth J. Cleary
staff writer

"Popular people, like Tom Cruise
and now even Donna on 90210,
have learning disabilities too," said
Clemson University sophomore
Spencer Neal.
Neal and 60 other people at
Clemson, like Cruise and Donna,
have been diagnosed with a learning
disability. And they are learning
how to live with it.
Although learning disabilities
have been around, they have not
been fully understood by the public.
Authorities are not even positive
what causes learning disabilities.
Research is being done to determine
if disabilities are caused by a genetic
trait or a chemical imbalance.
And over the past few years,
disabilities have been brought to
the public's attention.
"(Disabilities) are so widespread
and are perplexing people all over
the nation," said Marcia Wallenius,
associate professor of student
development programs at Clemson.
Students affected by disabilities
have been living under stereotypes
such as: they are stupid because they
cannot learn as quickly as other
students, thus promoting low selfesteem; or, the extra time they spend
doesn't pay off in terms of grades.
"Even though grades aren't
everything, they don't reflect how
much I work. My friends get "A's" on
things they don't study for. It must
be nice," said Neal.
Learning disabilities cause
multiple
problems:
time
management problems, abbreviation
errors, and gross spelling errors that
demonstrate little resemblance
between the sight and sound of the
word.
"Kids with learning disabilities
have a hard time growing up saying
the wrong word and talking so fast
so others can't tell that they are
saying the wrong word or, talking so
slowly to be sure that they are
saying the right word," said
Wallenius.
Neal realized in elementary
school that he read a lot slower than
everyone else, but it was not until
his sophomore year in high school
that he was tested and found that he
did have a learning disability,
specifically, dyslexia.
Testing is done through I.Q. tests
and achievement tests. If there are
spikes, of drop-offs, it usually
indicates a short-term memory
problem. An average student will
have average and above
performance, pretty much the same
on both tests.
A learning disability is not
recognized until it is documented
through this testing. Usually the
testing costs $300,
and
unfortunately, it is not offered on
Clemson's campus.
What is offered on campus to
he! hese students is located in the
student development center.
Tape recorders and tapes for
tar
ctures, carbon paper that
cai >e given to a friend in class to
tar
:; and can be given to you
without having to re-copy, and tests
on tape are available.
ofessors usually work with the
stu its and the center to make
testing and lecture accommodations.
There are various kinds of
disabilities that require attention.
For instance, with a visual
discrimination problem, written
words have to be broken down to
letters, then put back together to
figure out the meaning, but words
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gained self-confidence. He earned
straight "A's."
"I found that I needed a very
structured environment. We had
mandatory study hall for three hours
a day," Neal said.
Having felt he had learned how
to study, he returned to his former
high school and excelled.
Wallenius recommends that
learning disabled students take 12
to 13 credit hours a semester at the
most because of all the time it takes
to reread and study.
Neal usually takes 16 hours. For
his last test he studied seven hours.
Whereas other students would
probably have had to devoted a lot
less time.
"When I compare myself with the
average person and try to keep up,
I realize that I have to work a lot
harder. It takes more effort, but a
learning disabled student can make
it in society. They have to overcome
something,
that
shows
determination," Neal said.

can be understood through hearing.
So, if a student tapes the lecture or
has someone else take notes, he can
concentrate on listening and
understanding.
With an auditory discrimination
problem, if you hear the word you
won't know what it means, but can
understand the meaning if you look
at the word. So, someone else's
notes are a necessity.
Neal doesn't completely
understand everything he writes
down in lectures.
He has to go over his notes,
reread and usually, cannot remember
important little details. He will also
mistake a word as a very similar
word. For example: precipitate for
participate.
But he accepts the challenge of
his disability.
"It is a question of overcoming a
weakness and making it a strength,"
Neal said.
In attending a college preparatory
school for dyslexic young men, Neal

Want to be
part of The

Tiger's news
staff? Come
to our

meetings
Thursdays
at 5:30 p.m.

Vk salute college football players who
have learned how to balance the books.
Toyota is proud to salute Graduate Stifdent^
Center, John Harris, of Clemson University
recipient of the Toyota 14&wafdfor
displaying outstanding leadership in academics,
*M
John Harris will
Award plaque and

ii

$1,000 contribution to its general scholarship fund. As
a leader in itsojwn.
ita is pleased to honor
players like John Harris who have learned to balance
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o matter where you happen to be, the
AT&T Calling Card can take you home.
It's also the least expensive way to
call state-to-state on AT&T, when you can't dial
direct. With the new AT&T Call and Save Plan,
you'll get special discounts on AT&T Calling Card calls3
And once you have your card, you'll never need to apply

for another.
If you get your Calling Card now, your first
call will be free** And you'll become a member of
AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products
and services that saves students time and money
All of which makes the AT&T Calling Card out of
this world.

lb get an ABET Calling Card for off-campus calling, call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 850.
© 1992 AT&T. * Pending FCC approval. Please call above 800 number for details. * * You'l! receive one S3 AT&T LD. Certificate equivalent to 22 minutes of card or direct-dialed, coast-to-coast, night and weekend calling based on rates
effective 6/B/92. You could get more or fewer minutes depending on where or when you call. Offer limited to one certificate per student.

AT&T
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Campus Bulletin
S5.

Announcements
Deferred notes for housing and
meal plans are due 10/01/92.
These note should be paid in G08 Sikes Hall on or before this
date to avoid further action.

The Graduate Student Association will meet at 5 p.m. on
Tues., Oct. 6 in the Senate Chambers.

Washer/dryer, GE Apt. Model
(Dryer above Washer), new $720,
very little use. Yours for $450.
Almond. Located on 1-85 in Anderson at exit 27. Also have refrigerator. Automatic Ice. Almond. $325.
224-7991. Mon. - Fit 9 a.m. - 5
p.m.

The B'nai B'rith Hillel Student
Organization wishes Jewish students, faculty and staff a Healthy
and Happy New Year 5753. For
info, regarding religious services,
please call Dr. Klein at 654-6108.
Prepharmacy majors: Dr. Farid
Sadik, Associate Dean of the College Pharmacy at USC, will be on
campus on Tues., Sept. 29 from
9:45 a.m. to 12:00 in the Jordan
Rm.
The Catholic Student Assoc.
invites all Catholic students on a
retreat on Oct. 9-11- The theme
will be "Love: Our Christian Decision." Contact Lynn Harrelson at
654-7804 for details.

Tandy 1000 TX, 14" colormonitor , Tandy Dmp 106 printer including software for word processing & all manuals. Only $400.
Call Fred at 639-5228.
Keowee Key - Near Clemson,
Prime lake lots, waterfront & view.
Deep water, beautiful views. Must
sell. For sale by owner 1-800-5511399.

S®3
1
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ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-fisheries. Earn $600+/week
in canneries or $4,000+/month on
fishing boats. Free transportation!
Room & Board! Over 8,000 openings. No experience necessary.
Male or Female. For employment
program, call 1-206-545-4155 ext.
A5381.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING Earn $2,000+/month+world travel
Holiday, Summer and Career employment available. No experience necessary. For employment
program, call 1-206-545-4155 ext.
C591Greeks & Clubs: Raise a cool
$1000.00 in just one week plus a
$1000.00 for the member who
call. And a free headphone radio
justforcalling 1-800-932-0528. ext.

-Hey guys get psyched! Come
see who has a crush on you at the
Delta Gamma crush party.

Want to earn an extra
$2000.00/month? Is it worth one
hour of your time to find out how?
654-3535

S.P.: I want to thank you for a
fabulous three weeks. You're one
in a million! I'm very lucky to have
you! Love always, Jase.

Miscellaneous

Brooks: You're the best, but I
can't drink with you anymore.
That'll last, promise. Kimmy

SCHOLARSHIPS GUARANTEED 1 (800) 666-2137.
After the game relax at a cozy
"cabin in the woods." $50/day.
For information, call (803) 6476412.

Happy anniversary Cinnamon
Lips. This has been a fantastic year.
I will always love you. Love Stud
Muffin.

Bungee Jumping. $55/jump.
Local area. For info., call 704-5417058.

To the person who placed the
package on my desk last week,
thank you. K. B. S.

Male dancer. Birthdays, sororities, bachlorette parties etc. 6535823. Leave message.

Bridget: Hi hon! Thanks for the
shoulder the other night. You always make me smile.

Personals

Jessica: Project "Ho! Ho! Ho!" is
underway. Love, E., K. & B.

Monica: you are the best little
sister ever!!!! I love you and hope
to see you at games today. Kimberiy

Pi Phi-Congratulations on Banner. Great Job! Good luck all week.
Much Pi Phi love and mine. SAB
To the white boy who can't
dance: You never have to dance
again. Thanks for the cards. I told
you I'd make you smile.

Happy belated 21st birthday
Rivers!!
Gamma Phi Beta and Heidi say
thank you to everyone who came
and gave blood Friday, Sept. 1-1.
Thanks for your support.
Alfaro: Glad you had such a
happy birthday. The girls in 304
will not soon forget.
Happy 19th Birthday Muffy.
This Meredith angel misses you
very much. Have a great bday.
Wish I were there. Don't to anything I wouldn't do twice. Jinx.
Love always, M.C.

To two of our awesome pledges
Irene Constantine and Jill
Goodson. You are the best! Love
the sisters of Kappa Delta.
Happy 20th Birthday Stacy!!
Love ya Reese and Susan.
Kurt: How about dinner tonight? You know where. Love, A.
Congrats Pi Phis on first place
in Derby Days Banner Competition.

Baby ball pythons, monitor lizards. Mice also. Low prices! Call
Trey at 882-5798 and leave message.
Firewood from Clemson Forestry Club. $50 per face cord or
$90 for 2 face cords. Free delivery
within 10 mi. of campus. Call 656
3302.

Looking for someone with access to rush Limbaugh's forum on
CompuServe. Will pay reasonable
price for occasional use. Call and
leave message for Mike at 6547092.

fi

$200-$500 WEEKLY. Assemble
products at home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct. Fully Guaranteed. FREE Information-24 Hour
Hotline. 801-379-2900 Copyright
#SC10KDHC.

1983 Toyota Tercel, 2-door,
Hatchback, automatic, a/c,
109,000 miles. Good condition.
$1450 firm. Call 653-7776.

Join the C. U. Snow Ski Club
and go visit Park City, Utah, Dec.
13-20. Club meetings are every
Tuesday at6:45 in Daniel Rm2l6
(unless otherwise posted). Everyone interested is welcome.

noriuTS

Earn $5.25/hr. working 3 to 5
nights a week. Be a telephone
associate for major colleges and
universities. Formore info., please
call 231-7104 between 10 a.m. - 5
p.m. Mon.-Thurs.

For Sale

Be a Mat Cat and help with the
wrestling team. The 92-93 team
needs new members. Room 01
Sirrine Sept. 27 at 5:30 or call
Holly 653-3212.

i"

EARN $ 1500 WEEKLY mailing
our circulars! Begin now! FREE
packet! SEYS, Dept. 272, Box
4000, Cordova, TN 38018-4000.

The Unitarian Universalist Student Fellowship invites you to our
Pizza Social where you can find
out more about us. Rev. Gary
Hyndman from Spartanburg will
be our speaker Wed., Sept. 30 at 7
p.m. at the UU Fellowship of Clemson, 226PendletonRd. Rides available. Call Jeffrey at 858-4380.

The Lambda Society is interested in creating a better environment for lesbian, gay and bisexual
students on campus. To share
this interest, contact P.O. Box
5795 Univ. Stat., Clemson, SC
29632-5795.

□

Attention! Earn $2500! Students, Greeks, Clubs. Earn Spring
Break Trip after selling only 8 trips
at your school! Spring Break 1800-678-6386.

Rock for Choice - Friday, Oct.
2. PRO - CHOICE RALLY at the
Clemson University Amphitheater
from 6-10 p.m. Featuring The
Drovers, Medium Rare, and
Sunbrain. Speakers, candlelight
vigil. Free admission.

C.U. Amateur Radio Club will
hold its next meeting on Sept. 30,
at 7 p.m. in the Senate Chambers.
See you there...73's.

Ulwnf '23

Help Wanted

The Clemson Campus Ministers' Assoc. extends condolences
and prayerful support to the family & friends of Norsaadah Husain,
especially international students
and those in the Dept. of Food
Science.

DAYLIGHT

DONUTS

101 Keith Street* Clemson, SC
653-5020

'. »KrirH »r

j&' Clemson
"*v does have a
D0NUTSH0P!
Open 7AM to 1PM Every Day

Stanley H. Kaplan
Comes to Clemson
Test Your Best!
GMAT • LSAT

i

Pizza, Pasta, Salad Bar,
Breadsticbs & Iced Tea
$

classes begin in the next few days

Call 1-800-933-PREP
Ask about our free computerized
diagnostic evaluation

KAPLAN

SWNIEY H.KAPIAN JDUCATlOKALaNTiRLTD.

mm

Not Valid W/Any
Other Offer.
Coupon Expires
Oct. 31,1992

With This Coupon
Buffet Hours:
Monday - Thursday: 12-2, 5-8
Friday, Saturday, Sunday: 4-6

Tiger Fact
Clemson has not won a night game on
ESPN since November 1989, when the
Tigers walloped South Carolina, 45-0, at
Wllliams-Brice Stadium in Columbia.

In a busy week of academia (those of
you who know me understand just how
devoted a student I am), I can't find a
central thought. So I'll clean out my
mental file.
• If Tiger Lilies want to do their
thing, what's wrong with it? Many females
might find it demeaning to see girls dress
up and play hostess to football players,
but those offended don't do it. And they
haven't exactly created a fuss over it yet.
Organizations like this exist at schools all
over the country (Auburn even has the
Diamond Dolls just for their baseball
team). It's tradition. The athletes get the
campus shown to them by someone a
little more fun than Larry van der Heyden,
and the girls get to meet the athletes.
While I disagree with kicking a girl out
because of her weight, I just can't see the
point of making a fuss about the system.
•Richard Moncrief really is lefthanded. He came out firing against the
Seminoles, and was the most surprising

BILL
ZIMMERMAN
ASSISTANT
SPORTS
EDITOR
answer to my five questions from last
time. Good effort, 'Crief. Keep trying, and
put the loss in the past. But remember
when you said if things don't work out,
Louis Solomon can come in and give the
team a spark. Answering my other questions, in no particular order... I liked the
orange; it was far better than those purple
helmet rumors I'd been hearing. The team
unity was obvious for the entire three
hours. The fans were excellent, and I
could even hear them through the thick
glass of the press box window (wish I'd
have been downstairs drinking with y'all
instead). And the Tigers got up for the
game without all the blah blah blah. I was
quite impressed. Much as I hate Florida
State (my license plate reads NOLEH8R), I
have to admit they just went out and beat
us at our best.
• To Tim Bourret, thanks for pointing out that Danny Ford was 3-4-1 in his
efforts against top 20 teams through his
first two years and one game. So is Ken
Hatfield through his first two years and
two games. Funny how Paul Johnson
figured that out at Your Friend Four, too.
Did either of you take into account the
players which each inherited?
•What happened to Tech last week?
And how upset are they about it? Tune in
tomorrow night to find out how angrily
the bumblebees are buzzing. Or will it be
the Tigers who have a score to settle? As
Terry Smith told me outside the locker
room two weeks ago, "This team is too
good to sit back and sulk." I agree. They
will be out to show something to the
nation, as they've lost their last two night
games on ESPN. I think they'll prove their
point convincingly if they work as hard as
they did last time.
•To my professors... how did you
guys decide to have two tests and an essay
all due on the same day? I thought the
people at Jervey were the only ones on
campus who despise me that much.
Hmmm, maybe they're behind it.
•Defending my pathetically poor
prognostication prowess, I picked Iowa
again this week because I'm too stubborn
to turn my backs on them now. I picked

continued on page 6B
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Lady Tigers set school record
mssmsM.

by Melissa Roma
staff writer
The word record brings to mind many
different images for different people. Some
think of their favorite song from the radio;
others think of some amazing world record set
by Carl Lewis; others still may think of how
much beer they tossed back last weekend.
The Lady Tiger volleyball team and their
fans think of the past four weeks. The women
increased their winning streak to 14 this past
week as they stomped Northeast Louisiana,
Appalachian State, George Mason and
Winthrop.
The 14 wins sets a Clemson record for the
longest winning streak. In October 1979, the
Winthrop Eagles defeated the Lady Tigers to
end their winning streak at 13 matches. The
1992 women found a new place in history as
they beat the Eagles Tuesday night in three
sets.
The 14-0 record is not only the best overall
winning streak for the Lady Tigers, it is also
the best season start for a Clemson team. The
previous best undefeated start was 7-0, set
back in 1981. In the 14 wins, the Lady Tigers
have won 35 straight games to set yet another
Clemson record.
"I don't think we even realized it," Heather
Kahl said. "We look at a game at a time. We're
not looking at records."
This weekend's Big Orange Bash tournament was a big orange smash for the Lady
Tigers. The women started off the third annual
tournament by trouncing the Northeast Louisiana Indians 15-7, 15-1, 15-7.
Saturday morning, they got off to an early
start by pounding the ladies from Appalachian
State 15-4, 15-11, 15-2. That afternoon they
challenged and defeated George Mason in
three short matches 15-2, 15-3, 15-7; giving
them the championship.
Appalachian State earned second in the
tournament with a 2-1 record; George Mason
third at 1-2; and Northeast Louisiana rounded

Chip East/head photographer

continued on page 6B Sophomore Eileen Charron blocks a shot during the win over Winthrop.

Will the roar be louder than the buzz?
by Lee Buford
staff writer
"It ain't over 'till it's over," the infamous
Yogi Berra once said. For two ACC teams, the
phrase has become all too literal.
The Tigers, still clinging to hopes of another conference championship, travel to Atlanta this weekend to face Georgia Tech. If
history has anything to do with it, the game
will likely be decided by a field goal or less.
In 1990, the last time Clemson traveled to
Bobby Dodd Stadium, the Yellow Jackets won
21-19 en route to a national championship.
Last year, the Tigers were victorious 9-7 in
Death Valley.
Tomorrow's game, which will be televised
nationally on ESPN, is crucial for both teams
and promises to be another traditional battle
among conference rivals.
Georgia Tech, trying to rebound from last
weekend's 55-24 defeat at Virginia, is a talented team with big-play capabilities. Bill
Lewis, in his first season as head coach, is
excited about playing Clemson.
"I don't think there is any question that
Clemson is one of the top football teams in the
country," said Lewis. "This gives us the opportunity to come back and show the entire
country what kind of team we are, and to put
the Virginia loss behind us forever."
Offensively, the Jackets are led by quarterback Shawn Jones, a senior who'll be making
his fourh consecutive start against the Tigers.
Through his first two games in 1992, Jones has

completed 58 percent of his passes for an
average of 211 yards per game. More impressively, he has thrown 68 passes without an
interception.
Senior Bobby Rodriguez and junior Jason
McGill have combined for 14 receptions to
lead Tech receivers. Sophomore Mike Smith
leads all rushers with 81 yards on 18 carries.
According to Clemson safety Robert O'Neal,
the .key to stopping Georgia Tech is being able

to contain Jones.
"Shawn Jones is a great competitor, and he
presents a lot of problems in the secondary
because of his scrambling ability/'O'Neal said.
"We're just going to have to play to our utmost
ability to be successful."
Defensively, the Yellow Jackets are led by
tackle Coleman Rudolph, an Ail-American can-

continued on page 5B
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If Ronald Williams is ready to go head-to-head with Georgia Tech, watch out
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Ibrahim takes home 350th
victory, Clemson ties Duke
by Mike Korinko
staff writer
CU men's coccer coach Dr. I. M.
Ibrahim received the 350th win of
his career in Wednesday night's 50 victory over Presbyterian College. Now in his 26th season, he
ranks sixth among the nation's alltime winningest coaches.
At the half, the Tigers only lead
the game 1-0 on a goal by senior
captain Andy Pujats. It wasn't until
the second half when the Tigers
exploded and tacked on four more
goals. The goals were scored by
Nidal Baba, Mark Kinch, David
McGuire, and Chris Mclnally. The
victory came as no surprise to the
sixth-ranked Tigers, unlike the
battle that took place when they
traveled to Durham, N. C, to take
on numer-three Duke.
Right from the opening touch
of the ball, tempers were flaring.
Clemson's Jon Payne received a
red card for a deliberate foul at the
16:05 mark and was ejected from
the game.
Seconds later, after battling for
a loose ball in the air, Tiger defender Chris Martinez leveled the
Duke goalkeeper with a flying
headbutt. Even though both players were attempting to go for the
ball, the referee ruled the hit as a
flagrant foul. Chris received
Clemson's second red card of the
match and was also ejected from
the game.
As a result of the two ejections,
the Tigers, for the next seventy
three plus minutes, were forced to
play short handed with only eight
fielders and a goalkeeper.
The Tiger defense responded
with brilliant play. With so few
players on the field, the defense
contained Duke, made some big
plays, and held the frustrated Blue

file photo

Wael Salama dribbles the ball downfield against the
defense of Georgia Southern earlier this month.
Devils scoreless most of the game, victory or a tie seemed dismal.
As usual, the Tigers received a
With time running out and work
stellar performance from the ACC against the Tigers, Miles Joseph hit
Player of the Week Jaro Zawislan, Chris Eatough with a cross pass.
who posted 11 saves on 29 shots. It With the pass, Eatough nudged
wasn't until late in the game that the ball past the Duke goalkeeper
Zawislan displayed that he was hu- to tie the game with 1:41 remainman, when the Blue Devils scored a ing in regulation. The game progoal from 15 yards out with a little ceeded to end in a 1.-1 tie.
under six minutes to play in regula"This was the greatest perfortion. With the goal coming late in mance by a Clemson team in our
the game, the Tigers chances for a history," said Ibrahim.

Varsity Sports Schedule
Sept. 25 - Oct. 2
FrL 9/25
Volleyball @ ACC/SEC Challenge Athens, Ga.
vs. Auburn, 5 p.m.

Sat., 9/26
Cross Country in Clemson Invitational, 9 a.m.
Volleyball @ ACC/SEC Challenge Athens, Ga.
vs. Georgia, 7:30 p.m.
Football @ Georgia Tech, 7:30 p.m.
Sun., 9/27
Soccer vs. North Carolina State, 2 p.m.
Volleyball vs. Yale, 2 p.m.
Tues., 9/29
Volleyball @ Georgia Tech, 7 p.m.
Soccer vs. Mercer, 7 p.m.
FrL 10/2
Volleyball vs. Maryland, 7 p.m.
Soccer in Clemson Invitational
vs. Yale, 8 p.m.

Tigers bring home victory
from Wolfpack Invitational
by Bob Sayre
staff writer
Cormac Finnerty once again led
the Clemson men's cross country
team to victory at last Friday's Wolfpack Invitational in Raleigh. The
Clemson women's team finished a
disappointing fifth in the seven-team
field.
Finnerty placed first in the meet
with a time of 25:38. It was the
seventh consecutive meet in which
the native of Ireland has finished
either first or second. Also placing
well were Kevin Hogan and Mike
Kauffman. Hogan finished third with
a time of 26:02, while Kauffman
finished sixth at 26:09.
The Tigers won the meet with a
total of 55 points. Finishing second
and third were Georgia Tech and
South Carolina with 64 and 66 points,
respectively. North Carolina and N.C.
State each had 76. Wake Forest and
Duke were well back with 134 and
182, respectively.
"The favorite was probably a
toss-up between North Carolina State
and Wake Forest coming in," said
head coach Bob Pollock. Wake Forest rested several runners to prepare for their next meet.
"North Carolina State held out a
couple of runners as well, but I don't
know why," added Pollock. "When
we lined up, we had the better
group. "They ran fairly well," said
Pollock of his team. "But I really
thought we could have had everybody in the 26 [minutes] or better
range." Only the top three Tigers
were in that range.

The N.C. State women literally
ran away with the women's meet,
finishing with a low score of 38. The
Lady Tigers finished well back with
98 points, putting them in fifth.
Anne Evans led Clemson with a
lOth-place finish. A two-time AilAmerican, Evans missed all of last
season due to an irregular heartbeat.
"[Anne] only has one style, and
that's aggressive," explained
women's head coach Wayne
Coffman. "She started out strong but
faded at the end. I think by the time
the NCAA Championships jme
along, she'll be one of the best
runners in the conference." The
women were also hurt by injuries to
other runners.
Both teams will return to action
this weekend for the Clemson Invitational Meet on Saturday at the
Clemson Cross Country Course, located on Perimeter Road, south of
the Cherry Road intersection.
The women's 5000-meter race
will begin at 8:45 a.m., while the
men's 8000-meter competition will
start at 9:30 a.m. The meet will
feature teams from Tennessee, Western Carolina, Furman, Brevard and
the Atlanta Track Club.
"I hate to say it, but right now
there's not really one team [in
Saturday's competition] that has any
particular strength," said Pollock.
"Our team will probably train
through to prepare for the Indiana
Invitational in two weeks. It's important for us to show well outside
our region for us to get a bid to the
NCAA Championships."

The Tiger
College Football Top 25
Pts Prev
1. Miami [14 no.l votes](2-0)
566
1
2. Washington [6](2-0).
552
2
3. Florida State [3](3-0)
521
4
4. Michigan (1-0-1)
480
5
5. Perm State (3-0)
...473
8
6. Texas A&M (4-0)
469
7
7. Alabama (3-0)
448
9
8. Notre Dame (2-0-1)
420 11
9. Tennessee (3-0)
402 14
10. Florida (1-1)
337
3
11. Clemson (1-1)
309 17
12. UCLA (2-0)
282 15
13. Virginia (3-0)
276 19
14. Ohio State (3-0)
262 21
15. Syracuse (2-1)
232
6
16. Georgia (2-1)
229 18
17. Colorado (3-0)
204 13
18. Oklahoma (2-1)
193 10
19. Nebraska (2-1)
153 12
20. Kansas (3-0)
140 25
21. San Diego State (1-0-1)
118 23
22. North Carolina State (3-1)
99 15
23. Stanford (2-1)
68 22
24. Southern Cal (1-0-1)
64 —
25. Boston College (3-0)
43 —
Dropped Out: Mississippi State (24), Georgia
Tech (20).
Others receiving votes: Mississippi State 34,
North Carolina 31, The Citadel 20, Georgia
Tech 13, Houston 10, Vanderbilt 9, Auburn 5,
Rutgers 5, East Carolina 4, Iowa 4, West
Virginia 3, Washington State 1.
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Defensive tackle learning more than the ropes...

Forney steps up to big role on line
by Lee Buford
staff writer
If you can dream it, and you can
believe it, you can do it.
For many athletes, cliches like
this are merely figures of speech.
For others, they are guidelines by
which to achieve and succeed. For
Warren Forney, they are the principles of life.
Forney, a 2801b. defensive tackle,
is simply a man of integrity and
discipline. He is an over-achiever, an
athlete who stops at nothing to
accomplish what he sets out to do.
After signing with Clemson in
1990, Forney attended Fork Union
Military Academy for one year. It
was here that he learned the importance of commitment, dedication,
and more importantly, the importance of academics.
"I think going there was a good
move," said Forney. "It taught me
that 1 had to work hard and be
disciplined if I am going to accomplish the things I set out to do as a
student and an athlete."
From all indications, Forney has
taken these lessons to heart, and his
persistence is paying off. In only his
second season with the Tigers, he
has earned a spot on the Dean's List.
He has also become an integral part
of the defensive scheme, starting at
fight tackle in each of the first two
games.
Forney's emergence could not
have come at a better time for the
Tiger defense.
Amidst the departures of Rob
Bodine, who graduated, and Chester McGlockton, who left for the
NFL, the Tigers lost tackle Arthur
Bussie after he failed to meet academic requirements. As a result,
Forney has been forced to step in
and contribute, and he has done just
that.

Going into tomorrow's game at
Georgia Tech, Forney has been credited with 13 tackles and one quarterback pressure. His performance and
consistency haven't gone unnoticed
by head coach Ken Hatfield.
"Warren Forney has really come
on and played with so much heart
and intensity," said Hatfield. "We
lost three key people in our defensive line, and he's really filled in
well."
For many of his teammates,
Forney's success comes as no shock.
In Clemson's media guide, quarterback Richard Moncrief lists Forney
as the player most likely to be a
surprise on this year's team. Forney
is appreciative of the accolades and
encouragement he has received from
coaches and players alike; but as he
sees it, he's just doing his part to
help out the team.
"When I look over and see
Brentson Buckner, Pierre Wilson or
Al Richard on the other side, I know
those guys are going to be going
hard," Forney said. "So I'm thinking
that I can't let my teammates down."
The commitment to a team concept is something that Forney advocates to the fullest extent. He and his
teammates must rely on one another to be successful, and in his
opinion, they do.
"We want to play hard for each
other," he said. "We want to be
proud of what we've been able to
accomplish, and we want our fans to
be proud too."
When all is said and done, and
Forney's career at Clemson is over,
he hopes people will remember what
kind of person he was, not just what
he did on the football field.
"I want people to remember me
as a good person," said Forney. "I
want people to remember me as a
person who gave it all he had, a
person who never gave up."

courtesy of sports information
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Clemson Crew 1992
Coach Steve
Diacumacos
instructs the
team on the
proper way to
grip the oar at
left. Diacumacos
stands on the
center platform of
The Barge, a
training scull
comprised of two
attached boats,
while the team
trains on Lake
Hartwell at right.

iMpP**-

Diacumacos works
with the rookies
seated in the front of
The Barge on their
technique at left. At
right, senior crew
members (I. to r.),
Dale Masi, Ryan
Shore, and Darrell
Cross rest after a
tough practice run.
photos by Chip East
head photographer
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The voice of Stimpy comes to Tillman

Tattoo Hut
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by Michael C. King
time-out editor
Prepare yourself to see the most famous "bloated sack of protoplasm" in
cartoons today. Well, not exactly, but
close enough. You see, Billy West, the
voice of Stimpson "Stimpy" J. Kat, the
aforementioned sack in question, comes
to Clemson on Wednesday, Sept. 30.
At 8 p.m., Tillman Hall will come alive
with a myriad of voices, a collection of
video clips and a healthy dose of humorous anecdotes as West describes and
portrays his many cartoon roles. Not only
does he do Stimpy, he does Doug and
Roger from Nickelodeon's "Doug," as well
as having Cecil the Seasick Sea Serpent
from "Beany and Cecil" on his resume.
West was also featured on a semi-regular
basis on Howard Stern's television program after sharing the mike with Stern on
his radio show.
The University Union is promoting
this event with an all-day snowing of
some "Ren and Stimpy" episodes in the
Loggia. If you walk through on your way
to class and wonder what all those people are
doing hanging around, doubled over with laughter, now you know. Stop by and have a taste.
For those of you who do not know or
understand "Ren and Stimpy," get with it, man!

This
Week's
Reviews

|

Billy West, the voice of Stimpy
from "Ren and Stimpy," will show
his talents Wednesday, Sept. 30.
The animated show showcases the surreal adventures of a high-strung, asthmatic
Chihuahua named Ren and the slow, but

Albums
• House of Pain - House of Pain
• Helmet - Meantime
• Mother Love Bone - Love Bone

1

loving cat that sounds a wee bit like
Larry from the "Three Stooges."
If the premise sounds kind of familiar, it has been described as a "hallucinogenic Tom and Jerry," by Newsweek
magazine.
That is where the comparison ends.
The show is filled with gags about
bodily functions and, according to creator John Kricfalusi, "not a glimmer of
good taste anywhere." There is the
appeal. The cartoon attracts none but
the college crowd and super-hip highschoolers.
Cartoons were originally meant for
children, but this innovative program
tends to scare away little children with
its garish, retro '50s art design and
extreme exaggeration.
I urge everyone to attend the program this Wednesday night. Newcomers to "Ren and Stimpy" will find it
amusing and intermediate to expert
fans will see a different side of our
friend, Stimpy.
The show is a cheap ticket, too, that
can't be beat. At the Union Box Office
before the show, $2 gets you in. At the
door the night of the show will only
cost $3.
Showtime again 8 p.m. at Tillman
Hall auditorium on Sept. 30.

Movies
• Sneakers, starring Robert
Redford, Sidney Poitier, Dan
Ackroyd and River Phoenix.
• Louisiana Boys: Raised on Politics
by Paul Stekler.
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The buzz grows for Helmet, Mother Love Bone
by Richard Challen
staff writer
Often, a buzz on a young, up-and-coming
band means lots of record company hype and
far too many inflated expectations that can
never hope to be matched. Fortunately, the
advance excitement is more than justified for
two new releases from Helmet and Mother
Love Bone.
Even before their Interscope debut, Meantime, was ever recorded, Helmet was already
front-page news, due mostly to an intense
bidding war that netted the band a one million
dollar contract for their first major-label album.
Giving such a large sum to a relatively
unknown artist may sound foolhardy, especially when one actually listens to Helmet's
music-stripped-down, angry chunks of precision metal that are anything but typical radio
fare-but while Meantime won't hit the commercial peaks of Nevermind anytime soon,
sheer intensity and focus gives it a strange
appeal all its own.
Like Nirvana, guitarist/vocalist Page
Hamilton writes musically economical songs
that hammer their point home in a brief
period of time; unlike Cobain and company,
Helmet forgoes the sloppiness of punk for the
complex arrangements of classical music and
the death-grip tightness of speed metal. The
result is brutal, violent, and edgy, careening
between sheer force ("In The Meantime") and
bits of melody ("Unsung") like some bastard
offspring of Metallica and mid 70's Rush.
For those looking for something slightly

Members of Mother Love Bone. Top row (I. to r.), Greg Gilmore, Andrew
Wood and Jeff Ament. Bottom row, Stone Gossard and Bruce Fairweather.
harder than the norm, Meantime is an intelligent, technical work that manages to pack a
ferocious impact in a compact space. B
Less assaultive but equally intense is Mother
Love Bone, the Stardog/ Mercury compilation
of a band that has gained more notoriety since

its untimely demise than it ever did during its
existence.
Two years ago, as this five-man outfit was
poised to break out of the still-unknown
Seattle region, lead singer Andrew Wood died
of a heroin overdose. Since then, a tribute
album called Temple Of The Dog was re-

corded in Wood's memory, while two surviving members, Jeff Ament and Stone Gossard,
moved on to form Pearl Jam. Small wonder,
then, that Mother Love Bone has begun to
generate more than its fair share of media
excitement; hopefully, fans of Seattle music
will take this opportunity to be exposed to the
forerunner of some of their favorite bands.
Combining all the material from fhe band's
two albums, Shine and Apple, Mother Love
Bone is a long but exhilarating trip through
exotic wastelands and poetic ruins, mixing
dreamy psychadelica with jagged rock jams
and cynical but hopeful lyrics that are, inevitably, tainted by tragedy.
The bulk of the tracks are dominated by
heavy guitars and heavier grooves ("This Is
Shangrila," "Capricorn Sister," "Thru Fade
Away"), but other elements keep creeping in:
moody piano ("Gentle Groove"), vocal breakdowns ("Holy Roller"), and a children's chorus
("Stardog Champion").
Even more impressive are ballads like
"Bone China," "Stargazer," and "Man Of Golden
Words"-somber, delicate meditations that
provide sharp contrast to the rest of the album
and present Mother Love Bone as more than
a partial heir to the Zeppelin legacy. Certainly,
listening to the 8:40 epic "Chloe Dancer/
Crown Of Thorns" build from a hushed piano
opening to its final sonic assault both inspires
and saddens with the thought of what could
have been accomplished in the future.
Andrew Wood may have been just another rock and roll casualty, but he left a
remarkable legacy in his wake. Mother Love
Bone is both an abrupt ending and a hint of
beginnings to come. A-

House of
Welcome to Mark Twain incarnate
Pain equals
Irish hip-hop
by Jason Balser
computer manager

by Richard Challen
staff writer
Ireland has claimed its share of fine
musicians-U2 and Van Morrison come to
mind immediately-but the country's hip-hop
reputation is a bit scanty, to put it mildly. So
it might come as a surprise that new rap
sensations House Of Pain not only hail from
the land of leprechauns and shamrocks, but
positively revel in their Irish heritage. And
though the whole situation smacks of cheap
publicity, Tommy Boy Records, who had a
major hit last year with Naughty By Nature's
excellent debut, once again downplays the
gimmicks and goes for the hardcore audience
with House Of Pain.
Listening to three white Irish guys rap is
a real hoot at first, especially when their
accents start showing or when they drop
drinking songs from the homeland into the
mix ("Danny Boy, Danny Boy").
But House Of Pain also boasts legitimate
continued on this page

He's a mathematician, a theologian,
and a dramatist, but America knows John
Chappell best as the living incarnate of
Mark Twain, and on Sunday, September
27, Clemson University will be honored
by a visit from Mr. Chappell in Daniel
Auditorium.
With him, he brings an illustrious
career filled with achievements and
projects from virtually every genre. His
television appearances have included
regular roles on "AfterMASH", "The Rockford Files", "WKRP in Cincinnati", and
"Matlock", to name just a few. By no
means, however, has television been his
limitation. In fact, he has starred or costarred in a large number of films including "Nicklelodean", "Ten", and "I Was A
Teenage Vampire." Also adding to his
credentials are roles in theater productions such as "A Streetcar Named Desire"
and "All the Kings Men."
Despite his long and shining film and
television career, Mr. Chappell's legacy in
American entertainment lies in his solo
performances as the witty, outspoken, Southern writer of the turn of the century known
as Mark Twain.
In 1968, Mr. Chappell began his rendition

John Chappell as Mark Twain
of Twain using material collected and edited
by Hal Holbrook. However, as Mr. Chappell

became more and more involved in
portraying Mark Twain, he began to
develop his own versions of Twain's
material. Today, his portfolio contains
well over 60 different pieces by Twain
that he uses in his performances on a
regular bases. As a result, his performances of Twain have become quite
popular all over the country with every
age group.
Despite his current fame, John
Chappell has held many "less than glamorous" jobs such as a cattle rancher, a
dishwasher, a groceryman, a soda jerk,
and a disc jockey.
In addition to an overabundance of
odd jobs, Mr. Chappell also holds three
degrees ranging from Mathematics and
Physics to Theology and Drama. A graduate of Wake Forest University, Mr.
Chappell claims he was, "excessively
educated, thus suffering from a serious
lack of ignorance."
When not performing, Mr. Chappell
splits his time between Pinebluf, North
Carolina, Hollywood, California, and the
Royal Viking Cruise Lines. His performance is on Sunday night in Daniel
Auditorium at 8 P.M. and admission prices
are $8 for the general public and $6 for
students. His performance promises to be a
great one for everyone involved.

"Earnest" kicks off new theater season
by Stephanie Haney
staff writer
The Clemson Players are starting
up their new season next week with
the production of Oscar Wilde's "The
Importance of Being Earnest". Wilde
pokes fun at the upper classes of
England and satirizes all the socalled important institutions, such
as marriage, love, and respectability.
In the words of Clemson director
Wendy Overly, who directed "Romeo
and Juliet" last spring, "Earnest"
states that "Everything that's
important is trivial, and everything
that's trivial is important." Overly
also directed "Tartuffe," "Tintypes,"
and "A Clearing in the Woods."
Tim Angevine and Chip Ward
have the lead roles of Jack Worthing
and Algernon Moncrieff, respectively.
Both have starred in a number of

Clemson Players productions in recent years. Angevine played the lead
role of Puck in "A Midsummer Night's
Dream," and Balthazar in "Romeo
and Juliet." Ward has been in a
number of summer productions,
including "Cloud Nine," in which he
played Clyde/Edward, and "Baby
with the Bathwater" where he played
John.
Jan Geist, who was the nurse in
"Romeo and Juliet" and Peter Quince
in "A Midsummer Night's Dream,"
has the part of the socially important
Lady Bracknell in the upcoming play.
The play stars several newcomers, in addition to those familiar to
the Clemson stage. Laura Glynn plays
the role of Gwendolen Fairfax,
Worthing's love interest and daughter to Lady Bracknell. Cecily Cardew,
played by Elizabeth Lavinsky, is
Worthing's charge and pursued by

Moncrieff. The two couples form the
Dawn Jones, the stage manager
focal point of the play, as Wilde for this production, has starred in
takes a lighthearted look at love "Landscape of the Body" and "A
through their eyes.
History of American Film."
Completing the cast are Anita
"The Importance of Being
Glispin as Miss Prism, Bob Ellis as Earnest" opens Tuesday, Sept. 29,
Rev. Chasuble, Rob Brosnan as and runs through Sunday, Oct. 4.
Merrimam and Lance Oehrlein as The Sunday show is at 2:30 p.m., all
Lane, Ellis is an instructor in the others at 8 p.m., in Daniel AuditoEnglish department.
rium. Tickets are free to students,
David Hartmann from the faculty and staff pay $2, and general
Clemson faculty designed the sets. admission is $4.
For more details, stop by, the
His landscapes were used in "Romeo
and Juliet" and "A Clearing in the box office on the fifth floor of the
University Union, or call 656-2461.
Woods" last year.
Bob Croghan, who has worked in
The Clemson Players are looking
professional theaters with Overly, for actors for their upcoming
designed the costumes for "The Im- production of "The Rapid Decline of
portance of Being Earnest." Croghan Billy Ray Bouton" by local playis an instructor at the University of wright Lew Holton. Auditions will
North Carolina at Charlotte and also take place Oct. 5-6 in Daniel Auditodesigned the costumes for "Romeo rium at 7:30 p.m. All those who are
• interested are asked to stop by.
and Juliet."

Pain, continued
rhyming skills, several clever
samples (including an Albert King
guitar lick and a Prince scream),
and the ability to blend streetwise
attitude with old tradition to great
effect on tracks like "Shamrocks
and Shenanigans" and the
slammin' "Top 0' The Morning To
Ya." Like many other rap albums,
House OfPain bogs down when
the tunes resort to excess bragging ("One For The Road") or
profanity ("House and the Rising
Sun"), and the disc runs far too
long with fifteen tracks, two "commercials," and one remix.
On the plus side, this trio is
certainly different, and they can
lay claim to at least one legitimate
hit, the Irish wake-meets-Brooklyn house party classic "Jump
Around." For the moment, House
Of Pain is the freshest noise in
rap; how they will sound in three
months is anyone's guess. B-
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Tigre Pizza, Pub pleasant
new addition to downtown
by Sean Cook
staff writer
Tom Droste is living every college student's dream.
Droste, 21, owns his own bar,
Tigre Pizza and Pub, in downtown
Clemson.
The Pub is located on North Clemson Avenue, the street which cuts
between SBS Bookstore and Judge
Keller's Store.
This quiet backstreet location has
housed other bars before, most recently Friday's and the Barrel Tavern, but they have failed. Now Droste
is taking his turn, and the Pub is
gradually gaining a following of committed regulars.
Regular customer Jennifer Cowfer
describes the Pub's atmosphere as
"light" and "friendly". That seems to
fit Droste just fine. "I have seen a
diversified crowd get along here,"

he says, "as if they have known each
other for a long time."
The bar staff is friendly and attentive, and seldom makes customers wait to be served. According to
Cowfer, the service is "excellent"
and the people are friendly. "I know
all the people here," she says,
"There's always something to do,
and the pizza is great."
Even non-students are comfortable at the Pub. "You can feel at
home here," says Lee Hannah, 26,
who likes the friendly staff and
clientele. "I can have a good time
with everybody here," says Hannah,
adding that it is a good place "to
relax and have a good time." Droste
says they will also play music by
request, as long as they have it. This
is a nice change, in comparison to
the sometimes snobby attitudes of
other downtown bars.
The pizza at Tigre Pizza and Pub
is pretty good, too, and it is served

by the slice, which can be an added
blessing for the bar-goer who often
experiences the beer munchies, but
doesn't want to leave the bar. And,
for only a dollar a slice, many Pub
customers will forego a walk to
other downtown eateries, with the
added bonus of beer to wash it
down.
The Pub also has a unique, laidback personality that many customers find refreshing. The staff dances
on the bar, upon request, in a ritual
that Droste describes as the "Dollar
Dance", and resident "pizza guy"
Bert Wood calls "sort of a ZenBuddhist personification of existentialism."
Wood, who personifies the offbeat, friendly attitude of the staff
and regular clientele, says that students should visit the Pub "to experience doses of disreality and mental larceny". I think you should go
there to have a really good time.

Characters features fun, diverse
schedule of events for everyone
by Michael C. King
time-out editor
Characters restaurant and
niteclub on Frontage Road in
Greenville holds special promotions
on one of the most regular of bases.
Every Wednesday is "College Night,"
featuring high-energy top 40 and
alternative dance music. Everyone
18 or older is admitted for $2 or $5
depending on age. Also they hold
different "wild and crazy college
contests for cash and prizes."
Thursday nights feature live lo-

cal and regional bands. Admission
will vary, depending on the artist.
On Friday, you can attend the
"Upstate's largest dance party" with
a dance contest where you can win
pocketfuls o' cash.
Saturdays are known as concert
night, which features regional and
national recording artists with varying admission charges.Concert tickets for Characters can be purchased
at Manifest Discs and Tapes.
Some bands coming soon are
Moja Nya, a local reggae band, on
Sept. 26, and Hootie and the Blow-

fish, from Charleston, plays on Oct.
1. They recently performed at the
Progressive South Showcase' at the
National Guard Armory with Next
Move and Johnny Quest. Admission
is $4 or $6.

How's that migrane?
Doug Bradley stars as Pinhead in Hellraiser III: Hell on
Earth. It seems as though acupuncture does wonders.

What's new, not old, what's happening,
what's bold. Find out by reading Timeout along with the rest of the Tiger.

Sneakers combines elements of canceled TV shows
the group to steal a mysterious little black box,
Bishop's team of electronic wizards find themselves deep in a plot that involves the possible
Directed by Phil Alden Robinson, the man decoding of all the country's computerized
behind the Costner flick Field of Dreams, the codes.
From the outset Sneakers is an intelligent
movie Sneakers stars Robert Redford as Martin Bishop, a former computer hacker who and funny movie that comes off as a cross
heads a company made up of technological between "Mission Impossible" and "The Ageniuses specializing in different fields of Team." In fact, the cast seems to complement
the characters from "The A-Team" with an
security infiltration.
The guys' primary job is to break into eerie accuracy. Redford's character Bishop is
corporations and businesses, so that the own- the Hannibal of the group, with Sidney Poitier
ers can find out what extra security measures in a more distinguished Mr. T role, Dan
they might need to take against anyone else Ackroyd in the crazy Murdoch role, and River
Phoenix in the young Face role. The group
deciding to break in.
When a government agency wants to hire even travels around in a van, just like the
by Chris Moore
staff writer

HAPPY NEW YEAR 5753

%

The B'nai B'rith Hillel Student Organization wishes
Jewish students, faculty and staff a healthy and happyNew Year 5753. The Jewish High Holy Days are:
ROSH HASHANA

Sunday evening, September 27
Mon. & Tues., September 28 &
29
YOM KIPPUR Tues. evening, October 6 (Kol Nidre)
Wednesday, October 7

come transported into his shoes, and are
allowed to think along with him. This is why
the film is so interesting to watch.
Overall, Sneakers is a visually-satisfying
cloak and dagger type action flick that is
entertaining, as well as thought-provoking.
Although it suffers from a high degree of
predictability, there are many scenes in the
film that prey on the assumption that you
know what is about to happen, which is where
most of the movie's humor emanates.
With a wonderful cast and an interesting
plot Sneakers is a film that keeps you enthralled up to the last minute, which is more
than you can say for many of the movies that
have come out all this year. B

#/ tfofffun ,,,
in the Upstate!
18 and Older Admitted To All Shows
Saturday, Sept. 26th

COLLEGE
NIGHT *
Every Wednesday
• 75(6 Draft Beer
• $4.75 Beer Buckets
• Alternative & Top 40
Dance Music
• Crazy Contests

For Congregation Beth Israel in
Greenville(Conservative)
Dr. Richard Klein at 654-6108

MOJA NYA
Reggae Music
9:00 p.m. $6.00

Thursday, Oct. 1st

HOOTIE & THE BLOWFISH
College Rock 'n Roll
10:00 p.m. $4.00
Thursday, Oct. 8th

Dreams So Real
Progressive Rock
10:00 p.m. $6.00

Wednesday, Sept 30th

WQf)Pr)KW

For Temple of Israel in Greenville (Reform)
Dr. Myles Wallace at 654-6509

%

[IRESTAURANT-NITECLUB

(18 & Older Admitted)
■ FEATURING m

For information concerning religious services, and
possible rides, please contact the individuals listed
below:

For Temple of Israel in Anderson (Reform)
Dr. Martin Slann at 654-3511

vigilante, war veterans from the television
show.
Aside from the comparisons to canceled TV
series', Sneakers is a movie that deals with
how technology might someday stifle our
ability to hide secrets anymore. It also shows
how our increasing dependence on computers
to central our life's earnings might also be the
initiation of our world's downfall.
Director Robinson presents this doubleedged sword message with finesse by allowing Redford's character to confront and contemplate these issues up front and personal. It
is he who must decide the fate of the world as
we know it, and because we focus on his
character so meticulously, we instantly be-

$50 Cash For Best Male &
Female Togas

I

Thursday, Oct. 15th

UPRISING
Reggae Music
10:00 p.m. $4.00

CHARACTERS • 805 Frontage Rd. • Greenville, SC • 234-0370
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Southern Circuit starts off
season with belly laughs
by Michael C. King
time-out editor

matched by a chorus
of voices - all opinionated, and many given
Last Wednesday
to irony" including "a
night, the Southern
Cajun mayor who obCircuit series had its
serves that in order to
first presentation of the
be elected in Southern
1992-93 season featurLouisiana, the candiing Paul Stekler and
date must speak French
his documentary, Louiand be a good cook."
siana Boys-. Raised on
Louisiana Boys
Politics. The Southern
does have its serious
Circuit is a tour of six
side. Racial tensions
internationally recogare explored in David
nized, independent
Duke's brief power trip
film/video artists to
in the state's political
eight Southeastern citsystem, and the fact
ies. Clemson is the only
that while early Louisicampus visit on the
ana politicians were
tour. The program is
considered to be black,
sponsored by the South
many were lightCarolina Arts Commisskinned Creoles who
sion with support from
were brought up in
the National Endowupper-middle class
ment for the Arts and
families.
local support from
Stekler himself deClemson University's
scribes Louisiana poliCollege of Liberal Arts.
tics as like being in a
The initial screentotally different world.
ing undoubtedly had
He relates a tale comto be one of the funniparing his hometown
est ever shown on the
in Massachusetts to his
Circuit. Filled with
transplanted homeIndependent filmmaker Paul Stekler
printed quotes, sound
land, New Orleans. In
bites from political
Massachusetts, a camspeeches and man on the street stance, widely known as a high- paign "stake" (a small post with a
comments, this documentary makes stakes gambler and womanizer, once picture of the candidate stapled to
you aware of another reason and said that he was unbeatable "as long it) cannot be found. In Louisiana,
another season, besides Mardi Gras, as I'm not found in bed with a dead hundreds and hundreds of these
for a road trip to Louisiana - Election girl or a live boy."
stakes dot the landscape and then
time.
We are also introduced to Jimmie you turn the corner to get to the
Filled with smear tactics, jokes Davis, who, after the election, went next block. Campaigning is not just
and fantastic Cajun cooking, the to Hollywood to star in a movie a task, it is a spectacle.
Bayou campaign trail definitely about his road to office. Earl Long,
Those of you who missed this
makes you change your mind when who romanced a stripper named video really missed a humorous
thinking politics are boring.
Blaze Starr and spent much of his observation of local politics. When
Stekler presented the true side of term in mental institutions, is also this video is available for public
the area's political views, which, to portrayed here along with the most distribution, seek it out.
paraphrase several residents feel- famous Louisiana politician of them
Stekler, Andrew Kolker and Louis
ings, "if you ain't indicted, you prob- all, Earl's brother Huey P. Long.
Alverez have compiled a well-orgaably ain't popular enough to win."
Program author Linda Dubler says nized combination of scholarship
Governor Edwin Edwards, for in- "Louisiana Boys visual panorama is and humor.

Time-out is comin'
atcha live and direct.

Boo-yaa!
V

Hours
Mon thru Sat.
5:30 Until

Andy Garcia I.) and Dustin Hoffman (r.) star in the contemporary comedy "Hero," also starring Geena Davis,
Tom Arnold and Joan Cusack. "Hero" opens next Friday.

COMPACT DISCS AND TAPES
ROCK»COUNTRY»jAZZ»SOUL<LASSICAL
Full Selection of New CDs and
Over 2500 Used CDs in Stock
•T-Shirts
•Posters

*Guitar Strings
.Imported CDs
•Gift Certificates

•Magazines
.Blank Tapes
.V' ;

OPEN: MON-FR110 \d 8 • SAT 10 to 6 • SUN 1:30 to 6 '" '

200 VICTORIA SQUARE (518 COLLEGE AVENUE)

654-4041
$2.00 Off Any Used CD in Stock
NO COUPON NECESSARY
USED CD MUST BE OVER $5

"

PRESENTS

Tooning in with
Billy West of
Ren & Si imp v
v

BRAVO'S 646-8687
ITALIAN RESTAURANT
On The Square In Pendieton

Monday
Pasta Special

Tuesday
Lobster Special

All Spaghetti Dishes and Linquine
with red / white clam / Pesto sauce.
All Include a House Ceasar Salad

Please Call Ahead

6.99

5.95

per lb.

Wednesday & Thursday
Three Course Pizza Dinner For Two
• One Woodfired
Oven Pizza
• A Basket Of
Bread Sticks
\-j&

13.95

Two Ceasar
Salads
Two Glasses of
House Wine

HAPPY HAPPY JOY JOY!!!!!!!!!!

Wednesday
September 30
8:00 pin
Tillman Auditorium
$3.00 advance / $3.00 at the door

On sale Now at the Union!
A SPEAKER'S BUREAU PRESENTATION

Comedy, Impressions and behind the scenes look
at Americas' Favorite Cartoon.
Don't Miss Out - Buy Your Tickets NOW!!

S
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New crop of motion pictures to bloom this fall

Billy Crystal stars and makes his motion picture directorial debut in "Mr.
Saturday Night," a humorous yet touching story spanning 50 years in the
life and career of a stand-up comic. To be released about late October.

(I. to r.) Claudia Christian, Arye Gross and Adrienne Shelly star in "Hexed,"
an outrageous and sexy comedy thriller about the stress that murder can
put into a relationship. The film is a Columbia Pictures release.

V

Gary Oldman stars as Dracula in the drama "Bram Stoker's Dracula,"
directed by Academy Award-winning filmmaker Francis Ford Coppola. It
also stars Winona Ryder, Anthony Hopkins and Keanu Reeves.

Time-out: Chock full o'
big, pretty pictures
SUPPORT YOUR ONCAMPUS BAR

*MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL^
Newly Remodeled Bar
(Open 4 pm Mon.-Sat.)

Pitchers
Pint Draft
Domestics
Imports

4-8 &til
2.50 / 3.25
.75 /1.00
.75 /1.25
1.25 /1.75

*Tiger Stripe Accepted

FREE Popcorn I Order Pizza
18+ Admitted

•BIG SCREEN TV & Bar TV
•Pool Tables & Pinball
•Availability Of The Games Area Next Door

DURING HALFTIME

YES You Can Take Beer Over There Now
(Open 'til 12)

•Open 10:00 am Home Football Saturdays
w/Free LIVE Acoustic Entertainment

Tom Cruise stars in "A Few Good Men," a drama about a Navy lawyer's
undying quest for justice in a military trial. Directed by Rob Reiner, it also
stars Jack Nicholson, Demi Moore, Kevin Bacon and Kiefer Sutherland.

m
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Heavies have brand new, heavy sound
by Terry
Manning
editor-in-chief
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Anyone who
saw the Brand New
Heavies when they
were providing live
backing tracks for
the hip-hop groups
during
MTV's
Spring
Break
broadcasts knows
that the Heavies
pack serious chops.
Devotees of Seventies-style rhythm
and blues, the three
English musicians
that make up the
group hook up fatbottomed grooves
so smooth they go
down like iced tea
on a hot summer
day. Whatever cosmic thing was
sparking when the
Heavies decided to
hook up with the New York's hiphop vanguard for heavy rhyme experience, vol. 1 needs to spark more
often.
This shtuff is funn-kee, cuz.
The Large Professor (from Main
Source, of "Fakin' the Funk" fame),
Gangstarr's Guru ("Take it Personal"), Grand Puba, and Black Sheep
flow mercury-smooth rhymes over
Heavies tracks that bubble like a
New Years' Day pot of chitlins. The
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The Brand New Heavies, featuring grand puba.
most successful tracks, hip-hop-wise,
are those that match the Heavies
with groups that rap to jazz-style
music on their own albums ("It's
Gettin Hectic," by Gangstarr and
Grand Puba's "Who Makes the Loot?")
or groups that just know how to bust
the smooth rhymes (Black Sheep's

"State of Yo").
And like I said, this shtuff is funkee.
The most fulfilling for the Heavies, probably, are the ones where
they get to flex their funk muscles,
like Kool G. Rap's "Death Threat,"
which comes off like it would be the

theme song if
someone just outof-the-blue decided
to make a new set
of "Shaft" movies
("Shaft in South
Central"? Fun-kee!)
Tracks that
break with hip-hop
style and experiment with tempo
and melody are the
most pleasantly
surprising (you
know, like the
fudge at the bottom of a glass
Nestle Quik?).
Check how the
Heavies work the
basic riffs behind
Ed O.G.'s "Do
WhattalGottaDo."
I didn't expect
much, 'cause I
didn't recognize
the names of the
rappers, but the
dance-hall stylings
of Jamalski ("Jump N' Move," a real
delight) and Tiger ("Whatgabouthat")
are goo-oo-ood.
The only problem I have with
this album is that it is over way too
fast. Clocking in at only about 36
minutes (that's stingier than Gramma
'fore her monthly check comes!) I
was left wanting more. Hopefully,
vol. 2 aint too far down the road.
And when it comes, it better come as
correct as this set.. A+
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NFL Football Specials
RELAX & ENJOY
NFL PIZZA SPECIALS
Delivered FRESHER
Chando s
HOTTER
EXPRESS
FASTER!!!!
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WE'LL DO THE REST IN 30 MINUTES OR LESS
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PRESENTS
C & C Entertainment, Clemson Athletics, and The Union Present:

The Union Presents

Clint Black

in conjunction with Speakers Bureau:

Billy West

with Special Guests

The Voice Behind

Aaron Tippin & Little Texas

Ren & Stimpy

In Littlejohn Coliseum November 21,1992 8:00PM

Sept. 30,1992
8:00PM Tillman Auditorium
Tickets $2.00 in advance-$3.00 at the door
Available at the Union Box Office

Tickets go on Sale October 2,1992
Call 656-2461 For More Information

Short Courses & Sports Clinics
Red Cross Standard First Aid Oct. 13 & 21
Sign-up Deadline Oct. 12

w

Introduction to Drawing Oct. 13,15, 20, 22
Sign-up Deadline Oct. 6

A Homecoming Concert for Students Who Love to Party!!

Dread Zeppelin

Scuba Diving Begins Oct. 12
Sign-up Deadline Oct. 12

Live in Tillman Auditorium
Oct. 14,1992 8:00PM
Tickets On Sale Sept. 28,1992
$5.00 for all CU Students, Faculty & Staff

Scuba Diving Begins Oct. 12
Sign-up Deadline Oct. 12

GAMES & CONTESTS ANNOUNCES

I Red Cross Community CPR Oct. 26 & 27
Sign-up Deadline Oct. 23
Shagging Oct. 18 & 19
Sign-up Deadline Oct. 18
Ballroom Dance Sept. 18 & 19
Sign-up Deadline Oct. 18
Bartending Sept. 30
Sign-up Deadline Sept. 30
Intermediate Tennis T/TH Oct. 13-29
Sign-up Deadline Oct. 9
Beginning Tennis M/W Oct. 12-28
Sign-up Deadline Oct. 9

Clemson Pigskin Picks test your knowledge of
NFL & College Games. Weekly winners
receive free pool in the Union Games Area.
Play the Superbowl of the Mind. College
Bowl starts play Sept. 28. Sign-up at the
Info Desk Today.
TAG YOUR OUT
Meeting Sept. 30,1992 7:00PM in
the Loggia

Rifle Marksmanship II Ocl. 8

Live in Edgar's

Sign-up Deadline Oct. 8
Canoeing T/TH Oct. 13-29
Sign-up Deadline Oct. 9
Walk or Jog for Fitness Oct. 20,22 & 27
Sign-up Deadline Oct. 16
Racquetball M/W Sept. 28-Oct. 14
Sign-up Deadline Sept. 25
Vollyball T/TH Oct. 8-24
Sign-up Deadline Oct. 2
Weight Training Oct. 10
Sign-up Deadline Oct. 7

VpM

DreamClock-Sept 25, 9:00PM
Blues Scholar Club-Oct. 1, 9:00PM
Roadhouse-Oct. 2,18, 9:00PM

YOUR UNION NITE CLUB

Link Records National Recording Artists
360s with special guest 700 Miles - Oct. 9, 9:00PM
The widest variety of entertainment around!!
Edgar's is open to all Clemson Students.

THE READINGS
OF
MARK TWAIN
Sept. 27,1992
8:00PM
TILLMAN AUDITORIUM

WHOOPI

SISTER

THIS WEEKEND AT THE Y-THEATER
SUNDAY FREE FLICK
PLAYING
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00 & 9:15

$2.00
ADMISSION

RUTHLESS
PEOPLE
IRI

7:00 & 9:15PM
FREE ADMISSION
Stanley Kubrik's

OCT. 1 thru OCT. 3

2001: A Space Odyssey
OCT. 4
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One win,
one place
for skiers
Special to The Tiger
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The Clemson University Water Ski Team started off the season by taking first place overall at
the tournament held in
Milledgeville, Ga., on Sept. 12
and 13. Last weekend at the tournament held in Lexington, N.C.,
Clemson came in second overall
behind UNC-Chapel Hill.
The men's team placed first in
slalom and jump events, and
fourth in the trick event. Chris
Hollingsworth, a senior from
Lancaster, placed first in slalom
by running two-and-a-half at 35
feet off, and Drey Wannamaker, a
senior from Saluda, finished in
third place by running two at 28
feet off.
In the trick event, Branson
Blair of Ninety Six placed second
and Chris Wilson of Delray, Fla.,
placed sixth. Hollingsworth,
Wannamaker, and Blair all
jumped over 100 feet, while Brian
Hester jumped 99 feet and Jeff
McKracken jumped 79 feet.
The women's team placed second in both tournaments. Lisa
Rugar, a senior from Atlanta, finished fourth in slalom competition, and Angie Russell, a senior
from Clemson, placed fifth in the
trick event.
This weekend, the team will
return to Lexington for the third
tournament of the season, followed by the team trials on Oct.
3 and 4 in Milledgeville.
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TECH,
from page 1B
didate, and outside linebackers Tom
Johnson and Marlon Williams. As a
unit, Georgia Tech hasn't played as
well defensively as Lewis would like
them to.
"We're not playing with the kind
of aggressiveness I thought this defense would," said Lewis. "We've got
to go back and recapture that."
As for the Tigers, head coach Ken
Hatfield thinks his team is much
improved after a week off.
"We feel like we gained a real
advantage by being off a week," said
Hatfield. "We scrimmaged against
each other for a long time and got a
chance to work a lot with the second
team. I think that'll give us a little
more experience."
Hatfield also noted that the week
off allowed his players to heal ffbm
a few minor injuries, which he feels
will be beneficial as the season goes
on. Strong safety Darnell Stephens,
who missed the first two games after
undergoing arthroscopic knee surgery, will be ready to play against
Georgia Tech, and the Tigers are
anxiously awaiting his return.
"Getting Darnell back is going to
help a lot, because he's a guy who's
■ been there," said O'Neal. "It gives us
a chance to have five guys in the
secondary who have experience."
The Tigers hope their improvements since the Florida State game, along with a much needed week off,
will help on Saturday. If all goes as
planned they won't need a lastsecond field goal to win the game.
However, should the situation
arise, kicker Nelson Welch is comfortable with the idea of having the
game on his shoulders.
"If the burden has to be on me,
I'd rather it be on me than somebody else," Welch said. "If it does,
that's fine. I just like that."

file pir.

Tiger tailback Rodney Blunt vaults himself over the trenches, with a little help from linems
Andre Hewitt's knockdown block, against Florida State.

STUDENT COUNCIL GOVERNMENT
Drop-In Sept. 30, 1992 QLJ
Student Senate Chambers oO
Anyone interested in getting involved with the
Student Government is invited to attend.

Calces (By Cfteryf
and Incredible 'Edibles
•Adult and ehildrens birthday cakes
•Weddings hy specially
•Cakes, cookies, breads, and more
•Catering and delivery available

i
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110-2 Calhoun St.
Clemson SC 29631
654-8600

EVERY WEDNESDAY STUDENT DAY
$1.00 OFF ANY LUNCH PLATE

coach i.m. ibrahim's

the
tiger
sports shop
10% DISCOUNT WITH
C.U. STUDENT ID.
(sale items excluded)

ATTENTION CALHOUN COLLEGE HONOR STUDENTS!!
sented at the Peace Center on Thursday, October 1, 1992. You pay only $5.00 for this
518.50 ticket! Honors pays the balance and your transportation to Greenville. Call 6564762 or stop by the Honors Office, 532 Clemson House to make your reservation.

The beauty of Momix's ideas is partly in their
simplicity, partly in their acknowledgement of
mythm, humor, sex and amazing grace of the
human body.

San Francisco Bay Guardian

155

• CHAMPION
• RUSSELL
ATHLETIC
• NIKE
• ADIDAS
• REEBOK
• STARTER
• PRINCE
AND MUCH MORE

Don't miss the next Honor student meetina scheduled for Tuesday. October 6, 1992, at

MM?™^

Homecomi
will be announced. See you thereUf you'cannot attend, read The Tiger for Honors Program ads on future activities.

DOWNTOWN CLEMSON
654-8134
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THOUGHTS,
from page 1B
them against N.C. State and Miami, and they lost both of those.
But if I go with Colorado, who I
can't stand anyway, this will be
the Hawkeyes' week. Seems like
this mentality leads to 10 misses
every three weeks, but I still managed to beat out my esteemed
colleague with last week's pro
selections.
Anyone who would please be
willing to help me learn how to
pick a winner (and not from the
nasal cavity) can find me at the
office.
■ Hey, B J. (what's that stand
for?), my transcript could use some
touching up.
•Will Florida State win the
conference this year? They cleared
their first major hurdles, winning
in The Valley and at N.C. State in
back-to-back games. But they still
must face North Carolina right
after traveling to Miami, then
travel to Atlanta, take a week off,
and travel to Charlottesville. If
they make it through all that,
Bobby Bowden may finally be
more than a contender for once.
• Where's Danny going to surface next year? His buyout deal
allows him to coach next season
while still collecting money for
two more years. Carolina could
use some help, Baylor should be
shopping after Grant Teaff retires
(since Coach Ken said he won't go
there, despite being as devotedly
Baptist as the school is and being
married to someone who is less
than enamored with this area),
and Georgia Southern is a quiet
place which misses Erk's success.
But remember, I can't predict a
rainstorm when the sky is pitch
black at noon.
• To Dena Evans, who signed
a press guide for me and said I
should look her up the next time
I'm in Charlottesville, should I
make the trip north to cover the
game? I need to ask for the weekend off in advance.
• In times of budget tightening at the university, why are the
students always getting that vertical elevator cavity? Although more
and more students use Fike every
year, their budget gets chopped
like a pepper steak in a Benihana
on an annual basis. Intramurals
can't get adequate equipment or
officiating. The facilities are understaffed, and students are losing their jobs and getting their
hours cut. Sure, politics demand
the "earmarking" of money for
certain purposes, like giving farmers seeds in the middle of nowhere. Oops, this is sports. I'd
better stop here. Maybe I'll elaborate when I have more time.
•To the landscapers who
got grass clippings all over my
freshly washed car Monday morning, f... nope, can't print that.
• I really miss baseball season badly. The weather's still
warm, the pennant races are...
well, they're more like magic number countdowns by now, but the
playoffs aren't far away, and it's
exciting to see all the young prospects get their first crack at The
Show. Kind of makes a guy want
to lobby for fall baseball in the
NCAA again. Then again, how
would I ever get any work done if
Tiger Field was open year-round?
• Hey, Cliff, what are you still
doing here?
• And to anyone (someone in
particular) who doesn't like what
I write, The Tiger welcomes official responses. If it's valid, you'll
probably make me look pretty
biased, overly critical, and ruin
my journalism career. And anyway, I'm always flattered to learn
that someone's reading my stuff.
But I can't promise to back
down or change my mind.
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Guthrie enjoys being part of Tiger attack
by Katie Webb
staff writer
Where is the university with the
best soccer program? In Clemson,
South Carolina, according to Rivers
Guthrie.
Of this, there was no doubt in his
mind when he left Clemson after his
recruiting trip. That was two years
ago.
Clemson had the number one
team in the nation at the time of his
recruiting; that meant Clemson was
second to none. What more could
one ask for?
Guthrie was looking for "a comfortable climate (like Florida), and a
nice campus. Besides, Florida could
not be compared to Clemson; that is,
in the arena of soccer programs or
facilities."
The rewards of good decision
making are paying off for Guthrie
and the Tigers.
Guthrie, a sophomore from St.
Petersburg, Fla., is pleased with his
decision to play for Clemson. The
fact that he was being recruited by
one of the top teams in the nation
impressed him.
Guthrie became interested in
soccer when he noticed the game
being played by a group of older
guys in his neighborhood.

game played with my neighborhood
buddies."
The most important thing to
Guthrie is the attitude toward a task
and any endeavor. It is his personal
philosophy.

"It looked like fun," he said, so he
joined in and has been playing since.
"Soccer is the number one played
sport in most youth leagues," he
says. "In the late 1970's and 80's,
soccer was the third most popular
sport. It outranked the NBA, NFL and
NHL. Soccer is the most popular
sport in European countries. Being
one of the most popular sports, it
was even more popular than the
World Series."
The 6'0", 165-lb. midfielder is
one of three Parade Ail-Americans
to play with the Tigers. During his
freshman year, Guthrie tied for third
in point standing. In his best performance last, he scored six goals and
assisted on another goal against
Berry College.
Guthrie, a graduate of St. Petersburg High School, played for the U.S.
Youth National Team and appeared
in the Under 17 World Cup tournament for the United States. He led
his high school team to the state
championship in 1987-88, and was
named as an all-region and allstateplayer in 1990.
"On a different level, playing
soccer with Clemson has been much
more competitive," he said. "The
coaching staff is much better and
more organized, which is totally
different from high school and the

"No matter what you are doing,"
he says, "if you're not having fun,
why do it?"
He is obviously having fun in
Clemson. He is one of the leading
soccer players on this year's team.

VOLLEYBALL, from page 1B
out the bottom of the pack with no
wins in tournament action.
Clemson senior Heidi Kahl and
sophomore Robin Kibben were
named to the All-Tournament team.
Kibben led with 12 kills while Kahl
had eight kills and six digs for the
Tigers. George Mason's Angie Smith
was declared the tournament's most
valuable player.
The Lady Eagles had a long ride
home Tuesday night as the
undefeated Lady Tigers blew them
away in three short games, 15-2,153, 15-4. Senior Kristy Tonks had
nine kills for the match. She helped
lead the team, along with sophomore Heather Kahl, who had 11 kills
and two aces. Kristi Data and Heidi
Kahl also had two aces apiece.
Heather Kahl was named ACC
player of the week for Sept. 14-21,
as announced by the conference
office Tuesday afternoon. She currently leads the ACC in assists with

an average of 11.28 per game.
As a team, Clemson leads the
ACC in kills per game (15.25), hitting percentage (.301) and assists
per game (14.23). The Lady Tigers
are ranked 14th nationally in kills,
17th in hitting percentage, and eighth
in assists per game.
The Lady Tigers travel with other
ACC teams to Athens, Ga., this weekend to take on the ladies of the SEC
in the ACC/SEC Challenge. They will
take on the Auburn Lady Tigers
Friday at 7:30 p.m., then battle the
Georgia Lady Bulldogs Saturday
night at 7:30.
"We have a hard weekend coming up," Heather Kahl said. "If we
can win, all of the preseason work
and the first part of the season will
be worth it. It will show that we
really have improved."
The Lady Tigers return home to
Jervey Athletic Center Sunday, Sept.
27, to host Yale at 2 p.m.

THE RACE ACROSS THE LAKE
10K Bridge Run Across Beautiful Lake Marion in South Carolina

Saturday, October 3,1992, 8:00 a.m.
This is the 8th Annual Highway 301 Bridge
Run. Formerly a 5K run, it has now been
increased to a 10K loop run.
LOCATION: Santee, South Carolina - start
and finish line is located at the Holiday Inn ot
Santee, located at SC Hwy. 6 and US Hwy. 301 /
15 at Exit 98 off I-95.
COURSE: TAC Certified 10K loop - straight
road with hills over Lake Marion (Old US 301
bridge), with turnaround and back across
bridge. Accurately measured and cal i brated by
wheel, per TAC standard.

female, $150; 5th Place male and female,
$100; 1st Place Masters male and female,
$250; 2nd Place Masters male and female,
Savings Bond; 3rd Place Masters male and
female, Savings Bond. $50.00 to the 1st
Place finishers in each of the following age
categories (19 and under 1st Place finishers
receive a $50.00 Savings Bond). Prizes will
also be awarded to the top three (3) male and
female finishers in the following age divisions:
MALE: 19 and under; 20-24; 25-29; 30-34;
35-39; 40-44; 45-49; 50-54; 55-59;60-64;
65 and up.
FEMALE: 19 and under; 20-24; 25-29; 3034; 35-39; 40-44; 45-49; 50-54; 55-59; 60
and up.
* Overall and Masters winners are not eligible forage group awards. Special award to the best
combined time of a married couple.

SANTEE COOPER

FUN WALK: There will also be a 2-mile Fun
Walk the day of the race.

BRIDGE RUN

ENTRY FEE: $10.00, please preregister early
to avoid race day backup.

REGISTRATION: Registration may be by mail or at the
starting point on the day of the race between 6:30 and
7:45 a.m.
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ATTENDANCE AWARDS: To be awarded after the
race, courtesy of the sponsors and contributors.

Georgetown^

T-SHIRTS: FREE T-shirts will be given to the first 250
registered entrants.

BENEFIT: Carolina Children's Charity.

Qrangeburg ^^ //

Emergency Medical personnel will be in place
for entire race.
AWARDS: Total purse: $5000. Cash awards to the top
five (5) male and female finishers*. 1st Place male and
female, $750; 2nd Place male and female, $500; 3rd
Place male and female, $250; 4th Place male and

fff\ SanteeCooper
STATE BANK

HjWk J

INFORMATION: Forfurther information, please call
Tony DeAloia: 803-854-2705.
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of South Carolina
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The Bonut Bank

A^Thc Bank of Clarendon
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MEMBER F.D.I.C.

MEMBER F.D.I.C.

SANTEE COOPER BRIDGE RUN ENTRY FORM
MAIL ENTRY FORM TO: Santee Cooper Bridge Run, P.O. Box 11, Santee, SC 29142. Make checks payable to Santee Cooper Bridge Run.
Name:
Sex:

Age (as of 10/3/92):
Birth Date:

/

Address:.
Emergency Contacts

/

Best Previous Time for a 10K Race:
_State:_

_City:_
. Phone:.

_Zip:

T-shirt Size: (circle one)

M

L

XL

RELEASE & WAIVER: I know that running a road race is a potentially hazardous activity. I should not enter and run unless I am medically able and properly
trained. I agree to abide by any decision of a race official relative to my ability to safely complete the run. I assume all risks associated with competing in the
Santee Cooper Bridge Run. Including, but not limited to, falls, contacts with other participants, the effects of weather, including wind, rain, and/or lightning,
traffic and conditions of the road, as such risks being known and appreciated by me. Having read this release and knowing these facts, and in consideration
of your accepting my entry, I, for myself and anyone entitled to act in my behalf, waive and release the Santee Cooper Bridge Run and all sponsors of the
race, their agents, any other persons assisting with the race, and their successors from all claims or liabilities of any kind arising out of my participation in
the race even though the liability may arise out of negligence or carelessness on the part of the person referred to in this waiver. I also grant permission for
the use of any photographs, motion pictures, recordings, or any other record of my participation in this event for any legitimate purpose.

Parent or Guardian Signature if under 18

Signature of Participant

□ Check here if participating for a married couple award and give name of spouse: _

Date

m^wmmm
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Tiger
Picks

Chip East,
head
photographer
(24-6)

Geoff
Wilson,
sports editor
(24-6)

Witte
Cottingham,
sr staff photo
(23-7)

Amy
Henderson,
managing ed
(23-7)

Daniel
Shirley, asst
news editor
(22-8)

Terry
Manning,
ed-in-chief
(21-9)

Bill
Zimmerman,
asst sprts ed
(20-10)

Jim Marvin,
faculty
advisor
(20-10)

Kimberly
Hannah,
office mgr
(19-11)

Mike King,
time-out
editor
(18-12)

Clemson at
Ga. Tech

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Virginia at
Duke

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Wake Forest
at Florida St.

Florida St.

Florida St.

Florida St.

Florida St.

Florida St.

Florida St.

Florida St.

Florida St.

Florida St.

Florida St.

N.C. State
atUNC

N.C. State

UNC

N.C. State

N.C. State

N.C. State

N.C. State

N.C. State

N.C. State

N.C. State

N.C. State

Maryland at
Penn State

Penn State

Maryland

Penn State

Penn State

Penn State

Penn State

Penn State

Penn State

Penn State

Penn Slate

Ole Miss at
Georgia

Georgia

Georgia

Georgia

Georgia

Georgia

Georgia

Georgia

Ole Miss

Georgia

Georgia

Iowa at
Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Iowa

Colorado

Iowa

Colorado

USC at
Kentucky

Kentucky

Kentucky

Kentucky

Kentucky

Kentucky

Kentucky

Kentucky

Kentucky

Kentucky

USC

San Diego
St. at UCLA

UCLA

UCLA

UCLA

San Diego
St.

San Diego
St.

UCLA

San Diego
St.

UCLA

UCLA

San Diego
St.

So. Miss, at
Auburn

So.Miss

So.Miss

Auburn

Auburn

Auburn

Auburn

So.Miss

Auburn

Auburn

Auburn

The latest standings in the Union's Pigskin Picks contest are: 1. Jim Carson, Frederick Cooper, 44 correct; 3. Mike Arnold, Daniel Shirley 42. Starting next week, the
college games featured in Tiger Picks will also be featured in the Pigskin Picks, and everyone who beats the best Tiger staffer's picks will win free gifts from the Union.

You can load your shelves with these.

•■■■■..■■■■■■I

Apple Macintosh PowerBook'" 145 4/40

Apple Macintosh Classic* II

Apple Macintosh LCII

Apple Macintosh llsi

or buy a Macintosh that's already loaded.
Get a great value on your choice of these Apple® Macintosh8 computers
which include over '400 worth of preloaded software: The American
Heritage Dictionary with Roget's Thesaurus, the Random House
Encyclopedia, Correct Grammar, ResumeWriter and Calendar Creator.

But hurry, because student aid like this is only available through Oct. 15,
1992 - and only from your authorized Apple campus reseller.
^ MoHnfncU Cfl irUnr AiH PdrtaoP *
illC IVidLlIllUMl OlUUClll/llU rdUvdgC.m»

If you have questions about these Macintosh Products or any others, glease contact

Clemson Microcomputer Center in toe basement of the P & AS Building or call 656-3714
All featured computers also include ClarisWarks
*LC n includes 12" color monitor & standard keyboard, Hsi includes 13" color monitor & standard keyboard
© 1992 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Classic is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc. PowerBook is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. The Random House Encyclopedia is a trademark of
Random House, Inc. American Heritage Electronic Dictionary, Electronic Thesaurus, and CorrecText® developed by Houghton Mifflin Company, publisher of The American Heritage Dictionary and Roget's II: The New Thesaurus. CorrecText underlying technology developed by Language
Systems Inc Calendar Creator is a trademark of Power Up Software Corporation. ResumeWriter is a trademark of Bootware Software Company, Inc. All product names are the trademark of their respective holders. Offer good on the Macintosh PowerBook 1»51/40 configuration only.
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NOW OPEN!

We specialize in Tressa and Goldwell International
Professional Products.

OUTLET STORES

Frankie Kelly - Owner
Hair Designer & Make-up Artist

Appointments Not
Always Necessary
Monday - Closed
Tuesday - 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Wednesday - 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Thursday - 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Friday - 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturday - 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Next to W.J. Brea's Restaurant
Featuring:

KARON DONALD
Manager

Body building Supplements
Vitamins (All Natural)

Grand Re-Opening
Specials (Everyone Welcome)
Good thru September

405 College Ave.
Clemson, SC 29631
(803) 653-3722

Herbs
Homeopathy

Clemson University
10% off every day
(non-sale items)
with Clemson ID

654-5501

Soy Milk & Rice Milk
Healthy Food & Snacks
Frozen Rice Dream Bars
Vitamin & Herb Combinations

College Place Mall
College Avenue
653-3722

Located inside
College Place Mall
(College Ave.)
20% Off All Hair Products Until Sept. 30.

S^

Nature's Garden Health Food

Head

Duck

And More!

Monday - Friday 10-6 -Saturday 10-3

Good Till May Graduation, 1993

JtoMAb

£-. A

greeny J^ea^
blowers

J
_W'

"Dutch "Bouquet zvitfi a free <Rpse - $15.00
September 28 - October 2 with coupon
654-2112

All Summer Apparel 60% Off
New Fall Merchandise 10% Off any one item (present this ad)
New Owner

405-110 College Ave.
Clemson, SC 29631
654-2680

(Coupon Expires 9/30/92)

Monday - Friday 10-5:30
Saturday 10-1
And by Appointment

Dieirhoms
and
Comforts

Clemson Open Book
STORE WIDE SALE
(Now Through Sept. 30)

Treatment Rich.

All 1993 Calendars 15% Off

Introducing The Elegance
Of Advanced Care Luxiva In 4 New Ways.

All Books, Cards, Etc. 10% Off

Come imo Merle Norman and try ihe newest skin care
luxuries designed to make you look your best.
There's Skin Refining Cleanser, Triple Action Eye Gel, Ultra
Powder Foundation and Ultra Mascara.
Try Luxiva advanced care richness and treat yourself to
the best.

MON - SAT: 9:30 a.m. - 9 p.m.
SUN: 1:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

meRLE noRmnn"
COSMETIC

240 College Place
654-6785

STUDIOS

College Place Mall • College Ave. • Clemson, SC 29631
654-4600

405-120 College Avenue
654-9507
Greek Organization Crests
Cross Stitch Charts
50% Off
1? Large Selection of Ribbons *
W Fabrics for Special Projects W
* DMC Embroidery Floss *

BOBBI PRATER
Welcome to
the Mall!

405 COLLEGE AVE
SUITE 160
CLEMSON
S.C. 29631

REAL ESTATE AND PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
RESIDENTIAL - SALES
• LAND • FARMS
• LAKE PROPERTY
• PROPERTY MANAGEMENT • RENTALS

PRIME RIB •STEAKS
SANDWICHES
SEAFOODS
COCKTAILS & APPETIZERS ON THE DECK

654-6982

654-3311
FAX 654-3313

GREAT DINING

OPEN — MON-SAT. 11AM-UNTIL

EQUAL HOUSING
Of POnruNITY

